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Begins Next Monday

GovemorAdds 11 Items
To Assembly Agenda
By SY RAMSEY
Aseociated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll has added 11 items to the
agenda for a special legislative session
which begins next Monday, but says he
cioesn't think the session will last more
than four weeks.
A proposal to remove the usery limit
from state bank loans under $15,000 was
included in the additional items Carroll
announced in a New Year's Day news

FIRST BABY OF 1979 — Robert Joseph Thornton arrived at 432 a.m. on Monday,
Jan. 1, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital to be the first baby born here in 1979. He is shown being held
by his mother, Mrs. Ronnie Thornton,
while the father looks on. The parents reside at Route 8, Box 582, Murray,and have
onidaughter, Ronnica Marie, 3,
born Sept 21, 1975. The new baby weighed 8 pounds6 ounces and measures 20% inches. The
father is employed at
the General Tire and Rubber Company, Mayfield. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Thornton
of H4mlin and
Mrs. Eris Carter of Murray Route 6. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Outland
of Memphis, Tenn. An array
of prizes from a number of local sponsoring merchants for the "First Baby Contest"
await the new baby and his
parents.
Staff Photo 8v Debbie NI. Lee

Former Countain Dead After
Virginia Wreck On aturd
+IP

A former Calloway County resident,
Mrs. Nancy Smothermon Jones, died
from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident on Interstate 81
near Marion, Va., on Saturday at 8:30
a.m.
Her husband, Ronald Jones also a
former resident here, and their two
sons, Steven and Alan, were also injured in the accident. Alanis still listed
In a guarded condition at a hospital at
Marion, Va., but Mr. Jones and Steven
have been released.
Reports are that the family was
returning to their home in FalLston.
Md., after spending the holidays with
their families here and in Louisville

1

when they had a minor accident
had stopped on the side of the Interstate. The reports said that the parked
car was hit by a truck traveling on the
ice covered road.
Mrs. Jones was a member of the
Fallston United Methodist Church,
Fallston, Md., and was a 1957 graduate
of Lynn Grove High School in Calloway
County. Born June 13, 1938, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of Lewes
Paschall Smothermon Coats, who
survives, and the late Terry Henry
Smothermon.
Survivors include her husband,
Ronald Jones,and two sons, Steven and
Alan, Fallston, Md.; her mother, Mrs.

Holmes (Lowes) Coats..Louisville; ozie
-sister, Mrs. Glen Barnett, Hazel; one
brother,
Jimmy
Smothermon,
Edclyville; her parents-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell Jones, Murray.
The funeral is being held today at 2,
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home, Murray, with the Rea._
James T. Garland officiating
Serving as pallbearers are Mike
Barnett, Sammy Parker, Guinn Jones,
Jerome
Higginbotham,
Gary
Smothermon, and Phillip Janes. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.

conference, bringing the total number
of issues to be considered to 20.
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall called the
session. UM November in Carroll's
absence, listing six items for consideration, including proposed tar
relief.
Carroll, who denounced Mrs.
Stovall's session call, nonetheless
added three more items and finally the
last 11.
He remained skeptical about what
the special Legislature might achieve.
"I see no pluses in the session for
anybody," Carroll said.
The governor said the real loss will be
to taxpayers "who will have to pay for
the whole escapade, with little benefit
in return."
The interest rate addition has stirred
the most questions so far because of
Murray Police have charged a 36lobbying by the Kentucky Bankers
year-old Murray man with armed
Association with lawmakers — who
robbery and two counts of burglary in
were asked by the association to send
connectien with a weekend holdup at
letters to the governor requesting the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
addition to the call.
Police today identified the man as
An aide to Carroll said during the
Jerry Musgrove, 205 /
1
2 Cherry Street,'
news conference that 54 House and 22
Murray, who is currently in Calloway
Senate members had done so, PrompCounty Jail under a $50,000 bond.
ting the governor to act.
A police spokesman today said police
"What we're trying to do is put state
arrested Musgrove Saturday afternoon
banks on a competitive par with federal
at his home and confiscated some drugs
banks," the governor said. But "I am
in the process.
not suggesting it."
According to police reports, a man
The proposal would allow state banks
entered the hospital about 1:45 a.m.
to charge the same interest rates on
Saturday. He confronted a security
loans of less than $15,000 as _federal
guard there, placed a sharp object
banks can thine.
wrapped in gloves in his back and
Currently, federal banks can charge
forced him to open some office doors in
up to 1042 percent for such loans or 1
the old convalescent atil
—Percent above the federal discount rate.
hospital.
The state usery limit is VI percent.
Police identified the "sharp object'rThe governor reiterated his stand of
at first thought to be a gun, as a tire
semi-neutrality on items in the call
tool.
inserted by Mrs. Stovall and ..the
The police spokesman said the man
banking matter.
Saturday morning entered at least four
He said his philosophy ham bemiaot to
offices in the building,taking a quantity
deny the General Painemilir else it
of drugs.
wants to consider.
Police say they recovered some
"(However) I can't think of any item
drugs when they arrested Musgrove
that couldn't wait until June," he said.
Saturday afternoon.
"We all know this session was called for
According to reports, Musgrove was
political purposes."
on bond facing a previous auto theft
Mrs. Stovall is a candidate for the
charge.
Democratic gathernatorial, namination

Murray Man
Is Charged In
Hospital Holdup

Jennings Author Of County History; Begins Today

Beginning in today's issue of The
Murray Ledger dr Times the first pages
of the book "The Story of Calloway
County 1822-1976," written by Dorpthy
and Kerby Jennings, are published
under provisions arranged by the editor
and publisher of this newspaper for
serialization of the copyrighted story.
Although the book has not been
completed, the authors have approximately 300 pages of manuscript
prepared for publication. The target
(Late set to complete the work has been
tentatively set for June 1, 1979, however
torripletion depends upon the fortunes-of available material. At the present
time they have completed the writing up to 1910, more or less maintaining a
chronological order as a more ae------,
--ceptabie form. Each year's review of
events requires about three working
days which includes the first draft of
writing.
A two-fold purpose is being served by
having this newspaper publish the story
as a serial before being readied for a
hard-back binding and being offered for
sale. The first and most important will
be establishing the correctness of their

tOday's index

findings and the second is provide the
writers with additional funds to pursue
their efforts. Publication date for the
book is planned for the latter part of
this year and being completed before
the summer of 1980.
At the present rate the finished book
will be one of 700 or 800 pages, but this,
too, is subject to change. It appears to
be a difficult task, according to Jennings, to keep The Story within a single
volume.
"We have found it necessary to pare
facts down to the bone to keep it within
manageable limits cif a single volume.
Should it be necessary in our judgment
to publish it in two volumes that will be
done," he explained.
Story will not be a history as
originally planned for this book will not
measure up to the standards of acceptable history. Thus the change of the

co better inform the reader, the main
points should be included. It reads:
"The purpose of this review of the
events occuring in Calloway County
since its legal founding as a political
entity in 11t2 until Dec. 31, 1976, is to
bring into a single document a greater
portion of the major events of general
appeal.
"The authors will depend upon the
scant recorded history of its early
founding by last century writers,
limited to less than a dozen worthwhile.
sources. From the turn of the century
1900, information will be gained, from
the files of The Murray Ledger,
published 1898-1928 by the authors'
father O. J. Jennings Sr , which is the
only composite compilation of daily
events existant.
"Furthermore, the writers wdl be
dependent upon the memories of

New Civilian Cabinet Is Set Up
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Prime
Minister-designate Shahpour Baktitiar
has completed his selections for a new
civilian Cabinet to replace the military
regime installed two months ago to deal
with the riots against the shah, an aide
to the former applialtion leader said
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title to "The Story," is more. appropriate, according to Jennings, "for
it permits the introduction of legend,
myths and even personal opinion to
spice up reader's interest."
The Story idea was conceived over
coffee sessions out at the old Palace
Restaurant when Melvin and Eva
Henley, Ed Fenton, Tommy Sanders,
George Weaks, Roy Devine, and the
Jennings' would engage in light and
heavy Conversations. During the
;sessions when Jennings would sail off in
re-telling of some old story or legend of
the past, his friends insisted that these
events should be permanently recorded
for future generations. Thus, The Story
idea received unanimous consent from
highly critical audience, according to
Jennings.
The "Forward" page of the book will
be omitted from this serialization, but

The aide, who aged not to be named,
did not say when the proposed Cabinet
list would be announced, but it
presumably will be made public
Wednesday or Thursday.
The state radio said the Iranian

Senate would meet Wednesday, and
sources said the session likely would
result in a resolution backing
Bakhtiar's proposed government. The
lower house would then have to take
similar action before the list would go
to the shah for his approval.
The Iranian military took over
operations at the Tehran airport control
tower today and restored limited
commercial service after a strike by
airport workers brought air traffic to a
near standstill. The move allowed
hundreds of foreigners and Iranians to

leave the country.
Pan American and Lufthansa flights
landed and took off for Frankfurt and
Lstanbul. A Pan American flight to
Frankfurt was due laer in the day
Several private firms were
organizing charter flights for employees and their families because of
the uncertainty of scheduled service.
Canadian Ambassador Kenneth
Taylor said two Canadian military
Planes and one commercial plane
See IRAN,
Page 6, Column

this year, while Carroll favors former
state Ccsnmerce Commissioner Terry
McBrayer.
The governor commented that Mrs
Stovall has made the mistake of actually trying to carry out her promises
before election time.
He said that even if the Legislature
adhered fully to her proposals for a
semi-freeze on stale property taxes,
some relief on state income taxes and
the elimination of the 5-cent state sales
tax on home utilities, the average
Kentuckian will be dissatisfied with the
net effect
Carroll said that the latest 10 items
planned by the administration "will not
require a substantial amount of appropriations."
He said all his proposals will be ready
for introduction when the General
Assembly convenes.
Here is a summary of the items
added Monday aside from the banking
proposal:
—Legislation permitting local and
state governments to take into account
federal wage and price guidelines in
determining the bait bids on products
and services.
—Legislation requiring state offleiab
to file financial disclosure wiatth 45
days of their employment, thereby
eliminating a current filing loophole.
—Legislation setting up mechanisms
by which state police disabled on the
job could obtain various state benefits.
—Giving_ the gate Transportation
Department legal authority to regulate
railroads through inspection and notice
to appropriate federal agendes.
—Allowing the new Kentucky Horse
Park at Lexington to be operated as a
self-sustaining, semi-government unit,
similar to how the State Fair Board
operates the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center in Louisville.
—Establishing a state program to
provide assistance to small coal mining
operations, since this is not being done
See CARROLL,
Page 6, Columtel

Tobacco
Sales Are
1 Announced

childhood, legend, and facts as were
passed on from parents and fellow
citizens. Of course, Jennings will rely
heavily upon his experiences as
-pliblisher of the Murray Democrat
from 1941-1975.
"Every effort will be made to record
the events in an honest and faithful
presentation within the utmost capacity
of the editors. No effort will be made to
embellish nor diminish the colorful
happenings out of proportion to their
entitlements. On the other hand, every
effort will be made- to speak truthfully
within the standards of the journalistic
profession.
"The entire . contents is written,
reviewed, printed, and folded for
permanent binding in the old Murray
Democrat plant, except in those instances noted for the reader. This, its
entire contents is the sole responsibility
of the authors and will be presented for
the greater part in appreciation for the
good life this community has afforded
us." they said.
Present estimates indicate this serial
ill be printed five days a week and for
the duration of perhaps 18 months to
tw
ears and maybe longer.

Another dark air-cared tobacco sale
is scheduled this week while the first
day sale for dark fire-cured leaf in
Murray has been rescheduled, according to Holmes Ellis, general
manager of Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association.
Origina14y set 11311. 15, the Murray
sale for fte-cured leaf is scheduled
Jan. 17, Ellis said. Sales in Mayfield
will be Jan. 18.
Air-cured tobacco sales are set here
on the two loose leaf floors Jan. 5.
Following the first dark-fired tobacco
sales, leaf markets will be held each
week thereafter Mondays and Wednesdays in Murray and Tuesdays and
Thursdays in Mayfield.
Ellis called the fire-cured crop this
year "good."
Dark-fired'tea last year averaged
$120.74 per hundredweight in the
Western District (tobacco producing
counties in Kentucky and Tennessee
west of the Land Between The lakes).
Ellis said he expects prices to be equal
to last year on better grades.
The district averages producing nine
and one half to ten million pounds per
year. -

\Local Women Have Different Reason
For Going To Home Of Winter Olympics

clear
and
cold

By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Two local women, Karen Hussung
and Martha McKinney, departed
Murray this weekend for the home of
the 1980 Winter Olympics -- Lake
Placid, N.Y. However, the purpose
these women have in going to Lake
Placid differs from that of most of the:
visitors.
Miss Mussing, a Murray State
University Junior, and Miss McKinney,

Clear and very cokrtonight
with lows from zero to I above.
Sunny lt
iai continued very cold
Wedne
y with highs in the low
20s. Winds becoming westerly
and diminishing tonight.

3.

a recent MSU graduate, will join two
other Murray State students and six
mare students in doing mission work
and establishing a church for the
athletes in Lake Placid. The students
are part of a program, "Innovators."
through the Southern Baptist convention Home Mission Board
A van from the First Baptist Church.
of which the four MSU students are
members, fir transporting Miss
Russia* and Herb Case,* MSU junior

from Louisville, and Eleanor Mills, a
MSU graduate from Guaton, to bake
Placid. Miss Hussung's parents, Dr.
and Mrs. Karl Hussung,Eire 'driving the
van.
llifini-McKinney left this weekend for
the home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
John McKinney, outside of Baltimore,
Md. She will join the other students in
Lake Placid this Saturday or Sunday.
See WOMEN, •
Page 6, Column 3

UWE MACID VOLUNTEERS
Karen Hussung, left, and Martha Marroney, right both local women, left this weekend for Lake Placid, N.Y., the
home of the 1980 Winter Olympics. The wernen will be working_lithily..
other students and missionaries of the Southern Baptist Convention in
establishing a church and a program of outreach for the athletes in
preparation for the upcoming Olympics.
sus esoto psb,le14. bee
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Special Holiday Ev&us Are
Discussed By The Writer

Common gas problem
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
The basic rule that you're
Station. New York, NY
DEAR DR. LAMB —
searching for is that a girl
Please tell me something 10019.
Since symptoms from gas almost always ovulates 14
' about as gangrene. Do you
have pains internally and are common because of ir- days before she has her
titable or spastic colon prob- menstrual period. Very few
• especially if you are a
regu':. betie'l belch quite a tut and lems, many people do better women are absolutely
by increasing the amount of lar all the time.
• pass gas.
Once the menstrual period
bulk in their diet. However,
. DEAR READER — You
back
can stop worrying about gas during the first three weeks occurs, you can count when
after a person starts adding 14 days and say that's
gangrene. It's caused by a
bran and bulk to the diet, he ovulation occurred. You'd
bacteria that-lives only in an
may have an increase in better not count forward
oxy•••••environment without
If you get through that from the - menstrual period
gas.
•
!-• gen. It has nothing at all to
stage and can tolerate an though 'because the cycle
do with the gas „problem
different that month
that's so common in our increase in bulk, it usually may be
improves the overall pic- and you could be wrong.
population.
It follows that it is possible
ture.
At least 10 percent of the
for a woman to start to
population has gas probduring a menstrual
lems. They are usually the
DEAR DR. LAMB — I ovulate but-it_is unlikely. If
period
or
air
result of swallowing
have heard many stories
next menstrual
from fermentation that re- about this and I am counting she did, her occur in two
should
period
leases gas from undigested on you to set me straight.
instead of four weeks.
„foods. A good example here Can a girl ovulate during the weeks
that it is pos.sible
Would be an adult who can't days when she has her men- It follows
woman to ovulate very
tolerate milk and the undi- strual period.? If she does, for a
after her menstrual
gested milk sugar is fer- what are her chances of shortly
period as well. They usually
she
if
mented releasing gas.
pregnant
becoming
they are regular.
If you're swallowing air. should have sex during those don't ifwoman who is regular
a
In
to
find days?
you need to be able
the period in which she is
out that's what you are doing
I've also heard that if sex most likely to get'pregnant
and how to stop the habit. If occurs up to eight days after
midway in the 28-day
- it's from foods, they need to your period is over you can't is
Keep in mind that
cycle.
'• be eliminated.
become pregnant. Is there these are general rules and
If it is from poor colon
•
any truth to these theories? although a girl may tregufunction, you need to im- Your -answer is extremely
lar month after month, the
prove the function of your important. I am sure that IMO
time that you count on
rid
of
getting
WOOcolon, literally
many other girls are
be the very month that
can
It
spastic and irritable colon
dering. 'ovulation occurs early.
_
problems that many people
DEAR. READER — And
have. To help you under- the fact that many other
stand the causes of gas and Atikls don't know the answers
how to manage it, I am 3 t- these questions is one
sending you The Health Let-(' reason why there are so
ter number 6-8, Controlling
ny teenage pregnancies.
Gaseousness.
The only sure way of not
Other readers who wan
getting - pregnant when you
this issue can send 50 cen
don't want to is to not engage
with a long, stamped, se
in sexual activity.
addressed envelope for
Send your request to m
care of this newspaper,
P.O.Rox 1551. Raclin City
r

FISHER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C.
Fisher,6095 Shade Tree Drive,
Memphis, Tenn., are the
NOW AT HOME
•
parents of a baby girl, Candice
Mrs. James R. (Sandra
now Kathleen, weighing seven
is
— McKinney
-rejerattrig ä bet -Tkorhe -Pounds 10 ounces, measuring
after -having undergone 213o inches, born on Monday,
surgery at the Western Dec. 25, at 11 p.m. at the
Methodist Hospital, Memphis,
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Term.
The father is manager of
GUESTS HERE
Dreifus--Jewelers, Memphis,
FairGene
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Tenn., and the mother is on
child of Omaha, Neb., spent
leave from her teaching
two days in Murray with his
position at Memphis State.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. NorGrandparents are Mr. and
man Klapp, prior to the
Mrs. Alvin Fisher of Bardwell
then
They
holidays.
Christmas
and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
went to St. Louis, Mo., where
Madrey of Murray. Great
with
day
Christmas
spent
they
are Mrs. Eual
grandmothers
David
their daughter, Mrs.
Chaney of Bardwell, Mrs.(Connie) Torretta and Mr.
Myrtle Madrey, Westview.
Torretta. They also visited
Nursing Home, Murray, and
Mr. Fairchild's sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Winnie Scarbrough,
St.
of
family
and
Bill Sparks
Murray Route 1.
Louis, Mo.

'Tonight Is Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

tonites movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

!CAVA

By Estelle Spicehind
Dec. 27, 1978
Another Christmas has
passed, leaving its pleasant
memories and its scars: as
usual.
Someone said, "Life is what
you make it, and how you take
it." People make the difference in brightening or
darkening life's pathway.
Most of the lurid headlines
stem from acts of people, but
from the acts of good people
comes joy to the world.
Much as I had dreaded the
lonely holidays, they passed
pleasantly, thanks to the
kindness of people. Even a
stranger, Mrs. Hazel Wainscott of Pine Bluff Shores,
MRS. JAMES E.(MARY)HAMILTON, Sycamore Street, wrote an appreciative letter of
my Concord column.
Murray, won special honors for her arrangements in the Fall
Christmas Day was quietly
Rose Show held by the Pennyrile Rose Society at the
enjoyed at the fireside of Gene
I..
her
She
showing
Community
College.
Hopkinsville
and Julie Lovins with their
arrangement, "For the Beauty of the Earth," which won
children all at home.
Queen of the show, and the gold eertificate she won. She also
Later in-the week I was the
woo first place for the following designs: "Lovely to Look
guest in the home of the Floyd
At"; "Winter Wonderland"; "Springtime in the Rockies";
McClqres with their family.
and for two in "Lullaby." Her second place awards were in
The Kings Sons were
"Hallelujah" and "Shine On Harvest Moon." Mrs. Hamilton
preparing to sing the old year
is a member of the Nature's Palette Garden Club and the
out and a new year in from a
church in Princeton on Dec.
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
31.
Mrs. Peggy Spiceland
Hicks, home from Michigan,
stopped in, and, also, while
Mrs. Christine Dawson was
COLLEY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Colley visiting me we had callers,
of Paris, Tenn., are the Mrs. Helen Ruth Lancaster,
parents of a baby girl, Tabitha and her son, E. L., a music
Ann, weighing six pounds teacher, in suburban Chicago,
three ounces, born on with his grandmother, Mrs.
of Dover. He sat at
Saturday, Dec. 9, at the Lancaster
piano and played carols
the
Murray-Calloway
County
for us.
Hospital.
I do not know of all the
Grandparents are Mrs. festive occasions of the
Irene Lamb, W. C. Colley, and vicinity. Otis tovins flew
Mrs. Wylie Mathenia, all of Colorado
forSprings
Paris.Term.
Christmas at his daughter's—
home. The T. Pattersons went
TEEN-AGE
DEAR ABBY.; I've been living common-law with a man for
to her sister's home to be met
The' average teen-age by her mother there.
12 years. We hae seven kids.'He pays all the bills and my
American- 'boy downs 5.3
kids call him "Papa."
But there were also sad
pounds of food a day, or nearly reunions at funeral homes.
I just found Out that he has another common-law wife and
six kids living 95 miles from here.
a ton every 12 months.
Two well known mothers,
For years, he *Cleft every Sunday night and come back
on Thursday morning, but with-the job he's on I thought it
was neccivs ry.
rove that he spends more time with me than he
If I
spends with the °thew woman. is he my common-law hus•
band or hers? •
Caw common-law husband be a bigamist? And if he can,
where would that leave me if he were to suddenly fall over
dead?
PUZZLED IN GA

Mrs. Fred McClure and Mrs. Perhaps all of us could use it
Shelton Canady, went home in 1979. It is as follows:
"God hath not promised
during the holidays.
Many others were left sad skies always blue,
Flower strewn pathways all
by sickness and death in past
weeks, and vacant chairs our lives through,
God hath not promised sun
were in many homes.
We are beginning a new without rain,
Joy without sorrow, peace
year, and as we grow older
and suffer more aches and without pain.
But God hath promised
pains, we need more faith to
sustain us to face an unknown strength for the day,
Rest for the labor, light for
future.
Once I gave this framed the way,
Grace for the trials, help
poem to our roother to comfort
her. Recently at Purdom from above,
Unfailing sympathy, unLassiter's funeral, I heard
Oury and Jerry Lovins sing it. dying-love."

***************************t
After Christmas Sale
Large Group

Bags & Jewelry

**

By Abigail Van Buren

***

DEAR PUZZLED: It would leave you with a lot of questions that only a !Meyer could answer. 1 advise you to see
one. It's a lot easier to get information out of a live commonlaw husband than a dead one.
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Just moved In?
I can help you out
Don't worry and wonder about learning your way
around town Or what to see and do. Or whom to ask
As your WfLCONW WAGON Hostess, I can simplify toe
business Of getting settled. /1•49 you begin to enjoy your
new town .. good shopping, local stiraZtions, community
opportunities
And my basket is full of useful gifts to please your
family
Take a break from unpacking and call me

.ttlie

.,.....
_t

DEAR DAUGHTER: Curiosity seekers often find what
they're not looking for—trouble.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or • simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and • long, stamped (28 rental sell-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
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DEAR ROGER: Consider it dug:
DEAR ABBY: I would like to lose 10 pounds and my husband would like to lose 20. I have heard that every time a
person has sex he burns up 300 calories. Do you recommend
this method of losing weight? How many calories would a
person have to burn to lose a pound?
No PUT.ON

DEAR ABBY: I was personally involved - in that
nightmarish fire that left soptany people homeless in Pacific
Palisades in California recently. We didn't lose our home,
thank God, but some of our friends did.
One couple watched their home go up in flames while five
fire trucks were tied up in traffic by thrill seekers who drove
from miles around to see what was going on.
Abby. please remind your readers that fires are tragic
events, not entertainment, and people who rush to the scene
of a fire to satisfy their curiosity could be preventing
firemen and paramedics from saving lives and property.
If these sightseers want to "see all." tell them to,buy a
newspaper or stay home and watch television. But stay
away from fires!
-FIREMAN'SDAUGHTER
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Boys 8 Girls

DEAR ABBY: Some time ago, you listed the number of
calories a person would burn while engaging in specific
physical activites.(You even included sexual relations.) Can
you dig it up?
ROGER M.IN EAST ORLEANS,MASS.

DEAR NO: Here is the estimated number of Calories
burned per hour for several types of measured physical
tivity:
Slow walking-115 to 200 Dancing —275 to 350..
Skating or swimming-300 to 600
Tennis-350 to 700
Gardening— 250 to 300
Golfing 118 holes1 — 150 to 225
Since the amount of physical exertion varies with the individual, there can be no reliable figures on the number of
calories burned during sex. In losing weight, you'd be wise
to supplement mattressmony with more (or less( strenous
physical exercise, using the above table as a guide.
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Health Care-Providers
Have New Regulations

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Tuesday, January
.
Calloway County Animal
Shelter will reopen at 8 a.m.
after being closed for
holidays.

Wednesday,January 3
Ellis Center will be open
Murray-Calloway
County
Ministerial Association will from 10 a.m. to three p.m. for
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the activities by the Murray
Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens.
Hospital for an orOntation
Parents Anonymous will meeting
North Calloway Elementary
of the new hospital
meet at Immanuel Lutheran wing. The meeting will follow School Parent-Teacher Club
Church, 15th and Main at 10
has changed its meeting to
a.m.
Streets, at 7:15 p.m. Note
Jan. 18
change of date. For inNature's Palette Garden
formation call 759-1792 or 753- Club will meet
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
at the Ellis
9261.
Community Center at 1:30 Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
p.m. with the lesson oti to meet at the Ellis ComFifth and Sixth Grade "Making Silk Flowers"
and munity Center at 7:30 p.m.
Department Sunday School of Emma Knight as hostess. First Baptist Church will have
Legion of yary of St. Leo's
a social at the Fellowship Hall
Catholic Church is scheduled
Baptist Women, Baptist to meet in the recotry at
at 6 p.m.
1:30
Young Women,and Acteens of p.m.
Groups of First Baptist the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Women will meet as Church are scheduled to meet
Non-denominational Bible
follows: Annie Armstrong at 7 p.m. at the church.
Study is scheduled at 7:30 p.m.
with Betty Lyons at 10 a.m.;
at Seton Hall, North 12th
Mission groups of the Flint Street, Murray. Each person
f- Dorothy with Reva Riley at
110:30 a.m.; Bea Walker with Baptist Church are scheduled is asked to bring a Bible.
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
_ ; Margaret Sams at 7:30 p.m.
church.
Friday,January 5
St. Leo's Women's Guild has
Golden Age Club will meet
Wednesday,January 3
! changed its meeeting to
at 12 noon for a potluck lunBowling for Senior Citizens
...;.,Tuesday, Jan. 9 at 1 p.m. in
cheon at the social hall of the
is scheduled at 1:30 p.m. at First
Gleason Hall.
United Methodist
Corvette Lanes.
Church. Bingo- will be
1
' t Murray TOPS (Take Off
and each is asked to bring a
Administrative Board of
_ 1 Pounds Sensibly) Club is
prize.
First United Methodist
4 scheduled
to meet at the
- i Health Center, North Seventh Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
the church.
_iri
'forsons.
and Olive Streets, at 7 p.m.
This is open to all interested
--Thursday,January 4
PATIENT
PARIS
---------- .--Murray Women of the
La Rife Worrell of Hardin
Moose are scheduled to meet
7 Delta Department, Murray at 8 p.m. at the lodge
has been dismissed from the
hall.
General
Woman's Club, will not meet
County
Henry
Hospital,
this month.
Tenn.
Paris,
Garden Department of the
'._
..

Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
.I_ 7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program to be on
.. i "Our Creative Children."
I -Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
:Lodge Hall, Highway 121
;North.
4
'
Wednesday,Jannary2
' Goshen United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
.to meet at 7 p.m. at the
urch.

FRANKFORT - The
Kentucky Department for
Human Resources has started
notifying
health
care
providers by mail about• new
regulations governing
federally funded sterilization
procedures. One major
change requires clients to wait
at least 30 days after consenting to an operation before
undergoing the procedure.
The former limit was three
days.
Another change is the
banning of payments for
hysterectomies (surgical
SCIENCE CLUB - Elected as officers for 1978-79 school year for the Science Club at
removal of the uterus) perEast Calloway Elementary School were, left to right, Linda Patterson, sponsor, Tina
formed solely for sterilization,
Housden, reporter, Jeff Garrison, president, Nancy Miller, treasurer, Rick Wagoner,
Huecker said.
vice-president, Paula Underhill, secretary, and Bob Allen,school principal.
The new rules were drafted
by the U. S. Department of
Health, Education
and
Welfare and apply to all
programs receiving federal
funds. The Kentucky Medical
Assistance
Program
(Medicaid) is among several
There's likely to be fewer boys, and large households- other baked goods,
high state services affected by the
the the big bread eaters-will consuming__
in
milk__ cartons
,
. smaller regulations.
refrigerirt in the future cause a drop in cereal and households will
Huecker,
Gail
cornoffset the
because of shifts-MI the bread consumption, but for effect of fewer men and
missioner of the Human
boys.
population, according to one
study.
Shrinking households,
caused by lower birth rates,
SHOP TUESDAY
the climbing divorce rate, and
9:30 A.M. - 5 P.M.
the recent tendency of young
people to leave their parents'
households,are resulting in an
increase in the number of
single-person households.
Murray Woman's Club will
The biggest changes exNEW YEAR'S GUESTS
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the club
pected in the next 10 years will
Burkeen
J.
W.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
house with Euva Alexander
.be a smaller proportion of
and Mimi Jordan as program of Nashville,-Tenn., were the teenagers and young adults
guests
weekend
Year's
New
of
leaders.
and an increase in older
their mothers, Mrs. Barnes W.
adults, especially women.
David...„Brien, a veterans Burkeen of Almo and Mrs.
Fewer children will mean
counselor of the Department 011ie Workman of Murray.
less demand for certain foodsResources,
_for _HUMan
r-because
HOSPITAL PATIENT - -Kentucky Center for Veterans
children
biggest
the
are
Shirley
Elkins
Mrs.
'of
Affairs, wth be at the office of
consumers
However,
milk.
of
Department --forL---Humart-Murray has been dismissed -the shift to smaller households
Resources, Murray-,- from 9 from Lourdes Hospital, means more ice cream and
a.m. to 3 p.m.'to assist Paducah.
cheese eaters, since one and
veterans and their dependents
two person households conar—
with claims for benefits due.
I4
sume a lot of these products.
them as a result of their
Thus,this tendency may make
25,1c71-gi A
military service.
___up —for_ the leas in milk
•
—customers.
Producers of other foods
REGULAR VALUES
consumed mainly by children,
Billions of bacteria may be such as cereals and baked
TO 48 00
formed from a single parent goods, will also be affected.
in 24 hours.
Fewer young.. men, teenage

Your Individual
Horoscope

Smaller Households Shifting
Patterns OfFood Consumption

SHOP TUVY
930A.M.- JA.

Jo UOr
c ear nce
•

Prices have been slashed throughout the store!
'-'51:iop early & save at Bright'S;04

Fall!Winter
Sportswear

45•40
"6
,4116
I1 .76_19
47,110,-
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Frances Drake

Your Individual
Horoscope

An "iffy" day re affection
FOR WEDNESDAY,
and entertainment plans JANUARY 3,1979
What kind of day will but if you'll forgo expensive
tomorrow be? To find out what places and stick close to home,
the stars say, read the the day ends harmoniously.
Frances Drake
forecast given for your birth SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
• Sign.
you receive about a career
FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY
You may be uncertain as to
matter may be faulty. Avoid
2, 1979
ARIES
which alternative to,pursue re
What kind of day will snap decisions.
a domestic issue. Still, there's
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
tomorrow
be? To find out what CAPRICORN
Co-workers may be touchy no place quite like home this
the
stars
say, read the ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)/40
or uncooperative today, but cheerful p.m.
Your personality is the asset
forecast
given
for your birth
,that's no reason not to enjoy a CAPRICORN
that gets your ideas across
Sign.
quiet dinner at home with a ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)/
6
today: however, don't forget
: loved,one tonight.
Don't
give
way
to ARIES
to check the details re any
TAURUS
depression or introversion, for (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
financiaMealings.
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
friends will appreciate your
Postpone business action in AQUARIUS
You'll have to move viewpoint and a social the morning hours. Later, a (Jan. 20 to Feb.
18)
r. gingerly in the social milieu gathering could lead to love. social occasion puts you in the
You may make a worright now. A party offers AQUARIUS
right frame of mind for career thwhile contribution to a
• romantic prospects, but it's a
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 )"""`"..,
progress.
worthy cause but, in personal
saixed bag with other con'Neither a borrower nor TAURUS
dealings, be careful you don't
lender be'' may be the
tacts.
Apr. 20 to May 20)
misinterpret a friend's inGEMINI
message
Don't make any decisions tentions.
now.
Despite
(May 21 to June 20)
aggravation, financial and now about domestic issues PISCES
• Despite the doubts of loved career interests will prosper requiring a cash outlay, but do (Feb. 19 to Mar.
20)
ones, career gains still can be by day's end.
accept an invitation from a
An important person ma,),
made. The evening brings an PISCES
friend for a late get-together. take a liking to you, but in
entertaining outing and ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
GEMINI
partnership matters, avoid
If you feel a loved one is ( May 21 to June 20)
- possibly romance.
misunderstandings by
CANCER
insensitive, a talk with an
Now you can gain financial adopting a less arrogant
0 adviser provides reassurance. backing for a career project,
(June 21 to July 22)0
manner.
It may be best to put that Don't let hurt feelings lead to but there may be a mix-up in
worrisome problem aside for career oversights.
communications with a
YOU BORN TODAY are
now. Instead, relax and go out
prospective partner.,
more sensitive than the
- with a loved one for an
YOU BORN TODAY have a CANCER
typical Capricorn. That
evening on the town.
flair for the written and (June 21 to July 22i GOO sensitivity
applied to creative
r LEO
spoken word. If you'll forgo a
If the price seems exor- work can make you a writer of
( July 23 to Aug. 22)
tendency to scatter your bitant, get another estimate; fiction or poetry, but at times.
You'll only add to your energies, you can go far in any otherwise, the day favors your
feelings are easily hurt
financial worries by taking a field. Use your Capricorn romantic interests and part- and you lapse
into depression
long-shot gamble now. Still, a practicality to distinguish nership accord.
For your best success always.
,good time can be had by all, at between things of real and LEO
stress the cheerful approach
little cost, at home.
transitory value, for you have (July 23 to Aug. 22)441g Your need to give and receive
VIRGO
the ability to apply yourself.
Financial progress can be love is strong, and you fare
ug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Friends will always help you made if you'll take the time to best with a partner or when
Partners may seem erratic, out in business, and you can check the facts and figures. someone
makes a fuss over
but the night ends on an af- succeed in
journalism, Avoid whimsical expenditure you.
)fectionate note. Don't worry science, medicine, literature, and concentrate on savings.
• about the future of your love - film and selling occupations. VIRGO
t„ss
OfAterest To
instead, take it day-by-day. Don't let a materialistic ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)ins
-1"
outlook keep you from
s LIBRA
Make no commitments that
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
developing your creative you're unable to fulfill, but the
If you apply yourself to talents. Once certain of your nighttime
hours
favor
work, instead of worrying objectives, you'll work hard to romantic interests and
• about it, you will be at peace realize them. Birthdate of friendly persuasion.
with yourself by the day's end. Zasu Pitts, film actress; LIBRA
Victor Borge,- pianist and ( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Guard health.
SCORPIO
comedian; J.R.R. Tolkien,
A friend may not follow
e•V author
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
through on a promise, but you
can still check out the facts
See Marjorie Major
yourself. You can accomplish
Troy& Consultant
much at work.
SCORPIO
The Golden Age Club will
TOURS, CRUISES, MOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rit'et' meet Friday, Jan.
5, at noon at
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 0!akmai
You receive encouragement the social hall
of the First
No Charge by us.
from a superior to go ahead United
Methodist Church for
Price same as direct.
with your plan, but your its
monthly meeting • and
For Information and
judgment,may be poor re a
potluck luncheon.
Travel Literature cell
situation involving a friend
Bingo will be played
and money.
753-G000(4646)
'following , the
business
SAGITTARIUS
White Nov.. Offk.Ilebiles,
meeting, and each member Vi
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Aer
711 Mello Street
fine day to make a pur- requested to bring a prize, a
chase for the home, but advice club spokesman said.

mop

Save on your favorite styles in all of the
roost wonted colors Save on sockits,
blazers, skirts, shirts, tops, pants, vests
and blouses at Bright's, Hurry -laTuesday ond save! ,
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CLEARANCE
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MOO

REGULAR 50.00 TO 80 00

29" 49"
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nody-
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All
Winter
Coats
Our Regular
80.00 to 270.-00
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Resources
Department's
Bureau for Social Insurance,
said the changes go into effect
Feb. 6, 1979. Physicians,
hospitals and health centers
participating in Medicaid will
be informed of major
revisions in a five-page letter,
she said.
Huecker noted that the
extended waiting period does
not apply in cases of
premature
birth
or
emergency abdominal
surgery. In those instances,
the time limit remains at
three days.
The regulations also tighten
the procedure for obtaining
client consent to surgery. The
patient must be informed both
orally and in writing of the
consequences and risks of
sterilization surgery.
Under
the,
revised
regulations, no one under 21
years old may consent , to
sterilization surger.s. Formerly, in Kentucky, the
minimum age was 21 at the
time of surgery, rather than
the time of consent.

SWEATER
CLEARANCE
A LARGE SEL

NOW

Shop early and save on our entire stock of leathers, suedes:'
fabrics, fake "fun furs" ond genuine fur coots in locket,
Pant coot and dress lengths AvailobleHn a wide range of
beautiful fashion colors Hurry in and save on Tuesday'

Winter Shoe
Sale!
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Citizens
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EDITORIAL

No Time
To Stop
Nature knows about January.
The plants stop growing. The
animals are quiet, and many
hibernate day and night. The
birds have reached their
southern homes and are smart
enough not to travel until the
chill is off.
It is a time to stand still, to
steer clear of ice and snow. But
this is on lesson the human
race has been slow to learn, except when it comes to those who
can't be budged from in front of
,- televised football.
'. January is -a battle from go.
It begins with high resolve and
-Thdfiday cheef,-&e—firly more the
stuff of midsummer madness
than of winter's despair.
The sharing and the good intentions give way fast to
holiday bills and tax forms andcars that won't start_ on cold
mornings.
The silent fall of a single
snowflake
seems
heard
everywhere. Slippery streets
bring accidents. Road crews
-are out, or else they're out of
_sand and cinders. Schools call a
sudden recess, to the delight of
'children but to their parents'
confoundation.
The present catches up too
• soon in January, but people
stubbornly insist on looking
back as well as forward. It is a
new year, and it is time for
taking stock. Personal inventory may do the soul good,

but when the wind chill factor
falls to 10 below, it is hardly the
time to put life into perspective,
much less take it with grace
and good humor.
Everything argues for
until
through
sleeping
February, which at least has
the decency to have several
holidays if not warm weather.
Everything except the human
Garrotrs Galley
spirit argues for avoiding this
month.
But the human spirit refuses
to yield to contentment and to
let us settle down, like the rest
of the world, to a long winter's
nap. Everyone has miles to go,- —
and few have the time to be
stopped by January and its
I suppose the appropriate thing to do
today, with a new year stretching out
complications. —
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The Story et -

Calloway. County
o

By

clIiriected the last link in a system to
supply natural gas to the city of Hardin,
according to C. Wayne Doran,
superintendent of the gas system.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Edward W.(Dora) Hutson, 89, Elwood
Holcomb, 55, Wesley Redden, 54, Mrs.
Luther (Dole) Jones, 69, and W. D.
Rudolph, 83.
Douglas Shoemaker, Calloway
County Court Clerk, said car and truck
licenses for 1969 are now on sale at his
office. The cost is $12.50 each.
New officers of Temple Hill Lodge
No. 276 _Frac and Accepted Masons
include Charles Starks, Charlie
Lassiter, Charles Henry, Jerry Starks,
Pat Smith, Cecil Taylor, and Roy Ross.
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Some Of The Highlights
Of The 104-Galleys Of1978
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.Two PoORs Looking Back
LATER
10 Years Ago •
Ya)KANT
first baby of 1969 was a boy boss
Mari-tER toThe
Mr. and Mrs. Don Carr at 9:29 a.m.
today at the Murray-Calloway County
TR0031..E. ecNE,
Hospital.
is ,
The Murray Natural Gas System has

Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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THE VVES:FWARD flow of migration „ to this area began at
the conclusion" of &is-- Revolutionary War when the early pioneers
insearch of farmlands began to trickle over the Tennessee River
into the forests ranging over the hills, valleys and flatlands in thirst
of greater opportunity For the, most part, the' families were in
7 quest of a new home where men and women could undertake a
new beginning, not necessarily for the accumulation of material
goods, fine clothing, beautiful homes, mercantile establishments,
but more for the privilege of bare survival,
Naturally, the earlier towns were founded Along- the banks
of the Tennessee River where communications were more available
by river traffic, however it was the covered wagon that brought
them to this new land. Here they hewed out of the forests their
farms, acre after acre. They brought with them the oxen, mules
and horses to provide the muscle power essential to effect an agricultural well-being. In addition, they fetched the seeds, chickens,
fruit-bearing plants and all °dig life necessary to set up housekeeping. Further they brought a vigor and determination to make
a go of the venture. Once here, there was no convenient turning
back.
First crops available for harvest naturally included those grains
necessary forpsnnan survival for man and beast—oats, wheat, corn,
sorghum. Livestock included, in addition to draft animals, cows,
hogs, sheep and goats. Thus the family tables were provided with
the domesticated animals, supplemented with wildlife which included an occasional deer, squirrels, rabbits birds and fish abundant
in the streams.
Once the necessities to sustain life were-eommonplace, the
need for saleable farm products became essential in exchange for
spice, coffee, tea, soda, baking powder, lye, etc. Although tobacco
seeds were brought along with the other rural products, momentarily it was cultivated primarily for personal use. In the cultivation
of the tobacco varieties brought from-oentral Kentucky, an unusual
and potent variety evolved ,out of the strains natural -to the minerals
of the soil, climate, and water known as "dark tobacco." It was a
heavy type, broad-leafed, intensively cultivated, extensively stronger
with nicotine content than any other variety grown in young
America. Thus evolved the most important economic factor in the
early history of Calloway County.
In fact, tobacco cultivation became the source of the most
devastating economic and social upheavals in the county's first 100
years. Men, women and children literally worked from sunup to
sundown in the vein hope of providing the scant necessities of life.
However, the tobacco combines, notably the American Tobacco
Company, were charged with conspiring in a free economy to hold
down .the prices of the weed. Thus, there came the nItimate day
of conflict when tobacco farme9 organized under the Tobacco
Planters Protective Association which retaliated in fierce economic
warfare against the eastern buyers. The struggle ,beehme hitter,
even to the extent of harsh retribution of neighbor against neighbor.
Stele militia were- rushed iv Calloway Casty-: -This was a militant,
tragic, devastating period deserving of ii-later chapter in this -hook.
/
To Be Continued

there in front of us, would be to pause
fora few minutes and look back at 1978
and the columns which it produced.
If I had to tag one as "Column of The
Year," I would have no choice but to
point to the one dealing with my "lost"
wife. I'm still taking a lot of kidding
over that — having every law enforcement officer between Memphis
and Louisville looking for her for three
hours while all the time she was playing
bridge , at Eleanor phkgnid's home
across ,town.
I had no choice but to write about it,
having just prior to that nominated for
'Boner—af---The-- Week" tax cornmifssiones Chtuits Hale for driving his
car three years without knowing it had
a tilting steering wheel and the young
professor who came to Murray from
Norman, Okla., to apply for a teaching
position when he should have been at
Murray State Agricultural College in
Tishomingo, Okla.. 'My tennis match, which I lost 6-3,
with Peggy Billington would- be a close
second. I've got a rematch corning as
soon as my pacemaker is installed.
++-fBob McGaughey's ingenuity in faking
an injured foot for an entire weekend of
military duty in Louisville was a gem.

He had forgotten to take along one of his
dress shoes and came up with the idee
of limping aroimd on an "injured" foot
in an old.temisiditit Folktritill talk
about that.
They also liked the story about the
young lady who angrily zipped the
zipper on the fly of the man she thought
was her husband under their car, only it
wasn't. And also lion Greene's alcohol
and worms story.
Memorable interviews of '78 were
with: Mrs. Effie Swann Myers,91 at the
time, my 1978 Mother of The Year;
Mrs. Hortense (Hortie) Ellis, 90; Jack
Buster about his irrigated garden;
Luke Blanton and how he had helped
build the Calloway County Courthouse;
Paul Jackson ag he told about his wild
rides with the FBI when President
Truman dedicated Kentucky Dam;
Hardin Morris and hii gardens.
Some others: J.D. Rayburn and how
the 1934 Murray State football team had
sodded the old Cutchin Stadium field;
Auburn Wells and his 50-yard dropkick
in 1924; Tom Wells (no relation) and his
dollhouse project; Corner Arnett of
LaCenter and how he played in the first
football game he ever saw; B. J.
Hoffman, now 87, as he recalled his
maintenance days at Murray State in
the 1920s and '30s; and the visit with
Bradburn Hale as he filled me in on the

1.
EARRINEA,
,.
Heartline Is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns. write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381: You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTIllc,IE: I will be 65 years old
in March and I hope to continue to work
until the end of 1979. My company has a
health insurance plan that I am covered
under. Do I still have to i.take out
Medicare when I turn age 65? — R.D.
No, you do not have to take Medicare
at age 65. However, you should check
very carefully with your company
because many group policies will not
cover employees over the age 65.
You,should sign up for the hospital
portion of Medicare because this is
free. The medical benefits are
currently $8.20 per month and for each
year after the age of 65 that you do not
take the medical benefits, the premium
will be increased by 10 percent.
For those people on Medicare,
Heartline has developed a detailed book
covering the whole Medicare program
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare" is
written in easy-to-understand question
and answer form and contains all of the
up to date information on Medicare
This book explains many medical items
and servires that are covered by
Medicare, complete information on the
deductibles you have to pay, a sample
Medicare claim form with detailed
instructions on how to fill it out, and a
complete explanation on how- the
reasonable charges under Part "B" are
figured. This book may be ordered by
sending $1.75 to Heartline's Guide to
Medicare, 114 kast Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This book is
completely guaranteed and if ,you are
not satisfied, your money will be
refunded. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTIJNE: I have recently been
named "representative payee" for my
husband's Social Security benefits, as
he is in a nursing home and not able to
take care of his own affairs. I am still a
little confused about what my
responsIbili0e0 are In this-Matt6r. Can
you tell me? -- J. S.
Your job is to use the Social Se
-curdy

benefits in the beheificary's best interest. To do this, you must keep
yourself informed of what the
beneficiary needs. This is particularly
important when the beneficiary does
not live in your home. You must also
report (for the beneficiary) certain
evenfs Which can affect the payment of
his Social Security benefits, and upon
request, you must be able to account for
what you did with the Social Security
benefits paid to you on behalf of the
beneficiary.
HEAR:TUNE: I filed a claim for
Social Sectirity disability benefits in
March 1978. I was turned down. I filed a
reconsideration and that too was
denied. Now, I have filed for a hearing
before an administrative law judge.
Can you tell me something about these
judges and what the hearing will entail? — R. K.
An administrative law judge is aa
officer of the Bureau of Hearings and
Appeals of the Social Security Administration. The administrative law
judge had no part in the initial or
reconsidered decision. A hearing is
usually held in the city Where the Social
Security office that handles yceir claim
is located so that you may conveniently
attend the hearing and present your
case in person. At the hearing, the
administrative law judge reviews what
has gone before in the cast, states
exactly what issues must be decided,
and asks questions of you and your
witnesses present. All testimony is
taken under oath. ' You and •
representative may auest)oorThe witnesses, present new evidence and
examine the evidence
.. on which the
administrative law judge's decision
will be based.
If you prefer, you may request that
the administrative law judge review
the case without your personal appearance. In that event, the administrative law judge will base his or
her decision on the evidence which was
previously submitted in the case plus
any additional evidence oi..\ statement
which you submit. A req est for a -'
hearing must be filed within 60 days
- from the date you receive the notice of
the reconsidered decision.
A copy of the administrative law
judge's written decision will be sent to
.1t you disagree withthis deeifrien,
•
you may request a review by the Ap.
peals CoAcil.

100th -birthday observance of his
mother -Mi-s. Florence fiolland Hale.
There were many others/
+++
7
'Edwin and Marion Elkins' weekend
at the Holiday Inn, thinking they had
won a company's contest while all the
time it was an April's Fool prank pulled
on them by some friends in observance
of their wedding anniversary, was a
great story. Also, was the one about the
Missouri lady who complained about
the narrow roads at Murray State after
mistakingly driving ,.,her car across the
Chestnut Street overpass.
Two great experiences come quickly
to mind. First, my tide around the
wheat field 13 feet in the air in the airconditioned cab of a combine with
Harold Houston and seeing first-hand
how they farm today, and, second, my
trip to the Murray-Eastern football
game on the bus with and as a guest of
the Murray State team.
'
I also finally made it to Plains, Ga.,
and wrote about my walk through
President Carter's little hometown.
Archie Simmons called my hand on
Billy Carter's filling station, pointing
out that it was a Chevron station and
not a Shell as I had noted. The sign I
noticed simply stated that Billy
honored Shell credit cards. TI.Ae gas he
sold was Chevron. Archie was right.
++±
I also visited and 'learned all about
The Devil's Pulpit from Felix Dunn and
Miller. It's out near New Concord,
and was a favorite picnic and conrting
place 50 or so years ago. After I wrote
about our three days over in the big
spring courjtry of Missouri early in the
year, several called to ask about it and
later retraced our route. The same with
the Air Force Museum in Dayton, Ohio.
Then there was the drive along 272 in
Trigg and Christian Counties after the
May 10 tornado had devastated the
countryside and how heartbreaking it
was to see the havoc it created on the
farm where I spent so many happy
boyhood summers and those of the
neighbors.
Also, I shudder every time I think of
the close call Drane Shelley -and Soda
Hale had with the two rattlesnakes on
the Kentucky Lake ledge across from
Pine Bluff Shores.
+++
From a nostalgic standpoint, the
columns about my first day in the Army
on April 3, 1941, T. Sledd's recollections
of Murray first baseball team in 1910
and the one on life in Wells Hall in its
early days, and when it was a girls'
dormitory easily come to mind..
Carol anclBobMibbard know what I
mean after attending their high school
reunions last summer. It was Bob's
first time ever and he had a ball.
+++
These are all history now. We're a
year older and ready to go around the
track again, God willing. It will be
interesting to look back in January,
1980, and see what 1979 had in store for
•
us.
With your continued good help, I'll do
my best to write about the things that
happen or you feel would be of interest
to others. I know You all have interesting, often humorous, stories to
tell about your children, your grandchildren, your friends, and even on
yourselves, and I hope more of yo0 will
share them with me.
I will appreciate hearing from you
Just drop me a note in care of The
Ledger 81 Times or give me a call at
home (753-7809) in the evenings. It
would be nice to hear from you.
Meanwhile, best wishes for God's
richest blessings in health, wealth and
happiness in the New Year!

Bible Thont;ht
Blessed is the man that trusteth In the
Lord, and whose hope the Lord Is. —
Jeremiah 17-7. ,
Happy is the min who has learned tittrust God,for this We and for eternity.

20 Years Ago
Teresa Gail Cunningham, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Cunningham, is the
first baby of 1950. She was born Jan. 1 at
9:30 p.m.
Deaths reported include Tip Tucker,
57, and Mrs. Daisy Vaughn, 84.
Sears Roebuck and Company will
open a caUdeg sales, office in the
George Overbey building on East Main
Street, according to an announcement
from the Memphis, Tenn., office of the
firm.
Births reported include a girl, Marne
Diane, to Dr. and Mrs. Robert Brown
Miller.
Miss Norma Sue Carnal,daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Carnall of
Slaughters, was married to RichardR.
Dawson
Smith, son of Mr, and Mrs.
Smith, Asheboro, N. C., on Dec. 21 at
the Methodist Church, Slaughters.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre is Sal Mineo in "Dino" and Joe
McCrea and Virginia Mayo in "The Tall
Stranger."
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30 Years Ago
The first baby of 1949 Is a boy born to
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stephenson on
Jan. 1 at 4,a.m.
Deaths reported include Joe W.
Paschall, 78.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds played Sul Ross of Alpine, Texasi,
in the Tangerine Bowl, Orlando, Fla.,
on New Year's Day. The score ended in
a tie, 21 to 21.
Herrold got 20 points for the Murray
State College Thoroughbreds in their
game with Connecticut in the first
round of the Midwest Collegiate
Basketball, Tournament, Terre Haute,
Ind.; but Murray lost the game, first
loss of the season for the MSC
basketball team.
Miss Kathleen Lee, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Lee of Hardin, was
married to Joe Bill Todd,son of Mr. and
Mrs. A.0. Todd of Lynn Grove on Dec
25 at Corinth, Miss.
Vice-President Alben W. Barkley has
been chosen as "Kentucky's Man of the
Year" by the United Press International.
Bill Ross, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ross of Murray, is advertising
manager for the Dodd City Journal,
Dodd_ City, Kansas.

Funny,
Funny World
Riverside — Jeffrey Nash tried t'a
beat the heck out of two police officers,
and they thought so much of his efforts
that they nominated him for the Police
Assn.'s Citizen of the Year award. And
he won.
Nash thought the police officers, Tom
Conner and Dan Gann, were trying to
kidnap a 16-year-old girt Conner and
Gann were in plain clothes and were
trying to arrest the girl for drunkenness.
"The policemen were in plain clothes
and the car was unmarked," said,
Police Assn. President Terry Osbo
in presenting the award Wedne
"Nash has no way of knowing the
was arrested and not kidnapped."
Gann and Conner nominated Nash foe'
the award because they felt most
people would have ignored the incident.
(Press-Enterprise
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12 Million Acres

Extension News

'Mulligan Stew' In New Season

were the stars of these fast- daily from each group.
moving programs. Lots of
Some 350 fifth graders in
music, humor and color, along Murray and Calloway County
with cartoon figures and will watch the series this year,
come-alive puppets in a which is shown as a
"Seasame
Street"
at- cooperative effort involving
mosphere, were used in the KET, local and State
programs to teach good eating Departments of Education
habits.
and the Cooperative ExtenIn each program the sion Service of the University
"Mulligan Stews" took on a of Kentucky College Of
"Mission Impossible type Agriculture. Locally, Jane
assignment related to good Steely, County Extension
nutrition. For example, the
final program "The Racer
That Lost His Edge" concerned a fat race driver (who
kept losing races) and his new
bride ( who kept stuffing him
with goodies). The Stews
helped them learn why a
healthy body is important to
becoming a champion and
Production
and
that just being full of food is management of crops that
not necessarily good eating. account for over $1 billion of
Emphasis in this program was Kentucky's annual cash from
on nutritious snacks and meal- income will be emphasized
planning to include the rigyauring 3 days of Farm and
foods.
Home Week Jan. 8-12.
:ar
rThat% right! I got my new
The TV series has been part
The week-long educational
financed from the
of the fifth graders health event on the University of
place I got nrtS.IViehL•
studies, and games, puzzels, Kentucky campus is being
and other fun activities sponsored by the College of
related to nutrition sup- Agriculture and Cooperative
plemented the programs.
Extension Service.
The main purpose of the
Monday is tobacco day. The
series was to help boys and program covers
burley
girls learn how to eat better tobacco and dark tobacco,
and how good nutrition relates with the focus on producing
to good health and to make big yields of high quality
that learning fun. The im- product, marketing, and
portance of the four basic food seireral phases of research.
groups fruits and vegetables
Thursday of Farm and
cAnsornirrA nuto
tosaisante
and breads and cereals, milk Home Week turns the
vane lamas s ',reds4,k tsealth howrbe
and cat rust took in MFA Insurante
products, and meats was spotlight on the production of
rt. 'sl.ad ".helief
stressed in all the programs, corn, soybeans and small
neawle Mau & OWN,Rau
with a "4-4-3-2" slogan used in grains. In line with the trend
210 E. /Asia 7S3-11419
various ways as a reminder of to increased grain production
the number of servings needed that's boosting Kentucky's
cash farm income, the
program begins with the
question; "Is Kentucky
becoming part of the Cornbelt?"
Friday's program._,emphasizes forage crops —
For Up To The Minute
covering production in the
morning, and managing beef
cattle and dairy herds that
utilize forages in the afHutson Grain Ter ninal
ternoon.
Cash receipts from crop
Port-Of-Murray-Calioway County
sales in Kentucky last year set
an all-time record high of
$1,064,616,000—a 16 percent
increase over 1976, and continuing a long-term growth
trend
for
the
state's
agricultural industry.
Technology, which plays a

Jane steely
County Extension
Agent For 4-H
"Everybody's body needs
vitamins, Protein, carfats.
and
bohydrates
Everybody's body needs
minerals. Everybody has to
know that."
That's one of the songs
many Calloway County fifth
graders are singing after
watching "Mulligan Stew" the
4-H television series designed
to make kids "tune in" and
"tune on" to good nutrition.
Fifth graders in Murray
Middle, North, and Southwest
elementary schools have
watched, the 30-minute shows
this fall, which is broadcast on
Kentucky Educational
Television. Others will watch
the program- in the Spring.
The Mulligan Stews" five
members of a kid rock band

InstirarIce!"
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FARMERS!
Grain Prices
Call...

Local
..474-2295
Farmers
Ky.
Farmers .. 1-800-592-5409
Hours: 6 o. m.-10 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
Except Holidays

Hutson Grain

Terminal
Larry Hoth-Mgr
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Top 3 For This Area
In Trojan Line Up
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Plant a winner.Plant Trojan.

Outland Farms
It 4,'Wray, Ky,

Agent for 4-H and administrators and teachers of
the County and City Schciti
System have worked together
to make the programs a
success.
Fifth graders participating
in the "Mulligan Stew" series
will receive an invitation to
become members of a 4-H club
and participate in all fun and
learning 4-H activities in the
future.

Kentucky is known as the
Bluegrass State, but more of
its land is covered by forests
than by any other type of
vegetation. In all, Kentucky
has over 12 million acres of
forest.
This vast resource is the
focus of a report by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture's
Forest Service based on a
survey conducted during 197375 in cooperation with the
Kentucky
of
Division
Forestry.
The survey is the third in-

ventory of Kentucky's forest
resources. As in previous
surveys, much insight was
gained into the present status,
upcoming trends, and longrange outlook for the state's
forested land, timber supplies,
and timber products. And also
as before, the survey shows
that the forest ousiource is
increasing as well as
changing.
The increase, according to
the survey, has been "sinall
but steady... since 1949." The
total forest area increased by

three percent since the commercial forest land is
previous survey in 1963, and privately 'owned. More than
by six percent since the 1549 half of those privately owned
tracts are less than 10 acres,
survey.
with the average size plot
The volume of timber in being 24.2 acres.
Kentucky has increased by 23
percent since 1963, with an
There are many more facts
average increase of 179.8 about Kentucky's forest
million cubic feet per year. resources — both the timber
During . this same period and the non-Umber variety
timber removals averaged in a report published by the U:
only 38 percent of growth. The S. Forest Service."The Forest
report shows that all species Resources of Kentucky,"
in Kentucky are growing resource bulletin NE-64, is
faster than they are being cut. available on request from
With no major increase in Information Services, U.S.
timber production on the Forest Service, -370 Reed.
horizon, foresters expect that Road, Broomall, Pa. 19008,
the gap between growth and telephone (215) 596-1628; or
removals will continue to from the State Forester,
widen through the year 2004. Kentucky
Division
of

State's BilliOn Dollar Crops
To Be In Spotlight Jan. 8-12
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State Forests A Vital Resource

41111 2422

major role in agricultural
growth, will be an display
during Farm and Home Week.
The upcoming special event
is an example of information
available throughout the year
to help keep agriculture
growing, points out Charles E.
Barnhart, Dean of the . UK_
College of Agriculture. - —
In addition to the programs
scheduled, there will be opportunities during Farm and
Home Week for farmers to
visit with experts. Specific
times also have been
designated for individual
consultations.
Department
Agronomy
specialists will be available
Tuesday and Thursday from 2
to 4 p.m. They will answer
questions on forages, grain
crops, tobacco, turfgrass,
seed production, strip mine
reclamation, soils, and`weed
control.
The'tobacco day program
Monday, Jan. 8, of Farm and
Home Week covers several
production phases of the crop:
control of insects and
diseases, varieties, tobacco
breeding research, and the
status of maleic hydrazide for
sucker control. An "update"
report will be made on
marketing burley tobacco in
bales. Studies in tobacco tar
and nicotine will be covered,
as well as progress being
made in smoking and health
research.
Albert G. Clay of Mount
Sterling, Ky. will be guest
speaker on the tobacco day
program. Clay is a farmer,
chairman of the board of the

Vileowsclutproduced
State's AverOge
A year-end report of Kentucky dairy herds enrolled in
the Diary Herd Improvement
(DHI) program shows that the
average DHI cow outproduced
the average of all cows in the
state by 4,000 pounds of milk
worth over $400.
"The difference between the
state average and DHI
average milk production and
income per cow is the result of
better herd management,"
says Ken Olson, Extension
dairy specialist in the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
"By basing management
decisions on accurate records
kept in the Dal program, a
dairy firmer can do a better
job of feeding,' breeding,
culling and selecting heifers
and feed prices reported by
the Herd owners.
Production of the 24,360
cows completing official
lacations in the DM program'
averaged 12,692 pounds of
milk per cow. The state
-average is 8,871 pounds.
To achieve the high level of
annual
production, the
average DHI cow ate 6,100
pounds of concentrate feed,
12,900 pounds of silage, 2,400
pounds of lily and was on
pasture 139 days during the
year.
The DHI records program is
open to every dairy farmer in
the state. For information
about getting in on the
program, contact Olson in the
UK
- Animal
Sciences
Department or the Extension
agent for agriculture in your
county.-- -

for herd replacements," the
specialist explains.
The average DHI cow
returned her owner $744 over
feed costs during the official
testing year, according to the
report. This is based on milk

As the forest changes over
the next 25 years, some differences in species composition may occur. At
present, the most common
species is white oak, followed
by black oak and yellow
poplar. Oak-hickory stands
occupy 63 percent of the
commercial forest land.
An area that foresters will
watch during the next quarter
century is ownership patterns,
which the study calls the
"biggest challenge to forest
management in Kentucky,"
Ninety-two percent of the

Burley
Warehouse on Tuesday's agenda.
A KASH Profits overview,
Association, and associate
member of the University of Monday and Tuesday of Farm
Kentucky board of trustees. and Home Week, deals with
The-grain crops program the use of computers to imThursday centers around the prove management in corn
Cornbelt-look being acquired and soybean production. Each
by Kentucky agriculture, day there will be a session on
_wha,!'s new in grain crOpiiind estate planning.
the prospects for Increasing--Throughout Farm and
soybeansoybean yields_ SPeerhes will'Home' Week on the UK
cover control of johnsongrass campus Jan. 8-12, programs,
in no-till and double-cropping workshops, exhibits and
programs, and how to get.the speeches will cover a wide
most out of nitrogen fertilizer. range of specific interests.
The forage crops program The event is designed so you
Jan. 12, Friday of Farm and can select what you want from
Home
Week,
covers a "cafeteria" of information.
For homemakers, emphasis
production Ind quality. Informationivill be presented on will be on food, nutrition and
legume breeoing, variety health Monday; simplifying
testing, insect control, your lifestyle and clothing for
managing grass-legume modern living Tuesday;
stands, and making silage housing design, landscaping
from grass-legume mixtures, and new products for the home
Wednesday; developing
corn and small grains.
Programs on marketing, parent-child values and
scheduled for Tuesday, Jan. 9, dealing . with emotional
include livestock, grain and stresses and family crises
fruits
and
vegetables. Thursday; and facing family
Financing tomorrow's conflicts Friday.
commercial farms and
planning for land use also are

Adult Farm Classes for two groups will begin at the
Murray Area Vocational
Center on Monday and
Tuesday, according to Johnnie
Stockdale, instructor for the
adult farmer program in
,Calloway County.
The Neieconcord Class will
begin Moy,Jan. 8, and the
Lynn Grove Class on Tuesday,
Jan. 9. Both classes will meet
at 7 p.m. each of these nights
for ten weeks at the vocational
center.
Both classes are open to any
area I farmers interested in
improving their operation.
Some areas of agriculture to
be discussed are corn,
tobacco
and
soybean
production, record keeping,
no-tillage systems, and
production costs and returns
for various crops and
livestock.

JO Our
CkrIstmas
Club
Today
Christmas Club
Pee

Bank of Murray
FDIC
INV
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Grow it your way

Murray Calloway
County Airport
Aviation
Serving
Agriculture
Phone
439-2213

NAhlI

Offerinj Classes
In Adult Farming

Applications are now being
taken in the County ASCS
from
Office
farmers
requesting new tobacco
allotments for 1979.
To be eligible for a new
tobacco
allotment
the
operator must expect to
receive more than 50 percent
of his income from farming,
having no tobacco allotment of
any type on the farm, and
must have experience of
growing tobacco two years in
the
five.
Applipation must be filed in
the Coilnitg ASCS Office on or
before Febrry 15, 1979.
Any interested producer
who
can
meet
these
requirements should contact
the Calloway County ASCS
Office before the final date for
filing an application.

Farmers
Air
Service —

IGET SET FOR COMM 79

Murray Center

Applications
Being Taken On
Tobacco Acreage

Forestry, 618 Teton Trail,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
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Truckload Sale

ofSupersweet Hi-Protein
Dog Food

"Be the first one to tree"

•••with our crop money.
Growing crops is your
ours i s financing agr,ctiitu,r,
Were the farm credit people

That's our specialty
So when you've got a
arc:clang plan that calls for
cash, count on"PCA
leaders in crop financing
We understand your neede, large
and small And were oomnattad to

During January and February 1979 for the purchase of 3/50 lb. bags of Supersweet High Protein
Dog Food at the regular price you receive a 25 lb.
g--of-Supersweet Chunk Style Dog Food FREE
when accompanied with this ad.

alping you at Neve your goals
You Nand that PCA has this 110/144102
10 tenor loan terms and re.

payment to nt your particular plan We hear you talking We understand

And

wrth your sound Plan xr,0
our money. you can grow
crOpa your way

Jaason Purchase PCA
305N 4thSt.
murniy,Ky.753-5602

GARY KEY
Territory Mgr.

LETS TALK. 0 PCA

Rhodes Mill & Supply
\ Cuba,Ky.Germ Rhodes,Owner (502)382-2185
-

peer

Outside Salesman
(502) 759-4648

(502)4294153
MI'

MIKE STEPHENS
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(CaUtieued From Page Owe)
should begin flying out Canaclisia,irstraiaded in provincial
cities and might
Wednesday and were expected We de Iiiijor !tritons in Tehran
if the
out some American, Britialfiad.
damaid *wanted it.
German citizens also.
The continuing violence prompted the
Pan American cancelled flights to the
U.S. Embassy to advise American
Iranian capital Monday after airport
wives and children an Sunday to leave
employees announced they were the country, and about
half the 30,000
boycotting American and Israeli remaining Americans
are expected to
air bnes because of their governments' go.
support of Shah Mohammad Ras
Several thousand opponents of the
Pahlavi. The landing of an El Al jetliner shah marched in
protest through
triggered the walkout.
central Tehran today after authorities
The French Embassy said comprohibited a speech by • opposition
mercial transport had been sufficient leader Karim Sanjaby.
Gunfire,
so far for those of the 4,000 French, presumably from army
guns, was
desiring to leave. The British Embassy beard from three other
points in the city
said its government was helping 'to as smaller protests flared
against the
arrange charter flights for Britons shah.
The holy city of Mashhad was
reported quiet after weekend battles in
Carroll..
which the government reported 106
Continued From Page One)
persons killed but opposition sources
by the federal Office of Surface Mining.'
claimed between 700 and 2,000 died. The
-Legislation to revise Kentucky laws
government said antishah demonrelating to inspection of mobile homes, strators attacked an army barracks;
so that the state program can keep Its the opposition said the army opened
certification to serve as the federal
fire on a protest meeting.
program.
Opposition politician Shahpour
-Propping the legal requirement for
Bakhtiar, named by the shah to try to
county governments to provide office
form a civilian government to replace
space for state probateen and parole
the military regime installed two
officers. Carroll said there are critical
months ago, tried to whip up some
shortages of space and funds in the
public support with a broadcast
counties.
pledging to punish "those who have
-Re-establishing the $7,500 limit violated the property and life of the
above which governmental units must People."
advertise for bids under the Model
Bakhtiar agreed to try to form a
Procurement Code adopted by the 1978 government after the shah agreed to
Legislature. The level had been relinquish some of his powers. But
lowered to $1,000.
Sanjaby and other leaders of the op-Implementing by legislation an position National Front and the
executive policy of Carroll's which religious forces led by the exiled Shiite
restricted the use of search warrants by Moslem
patriarch,
Ayatullah
state police in obtaining information Khomeini, rejected this concession,
newsmen had in the course of their condemned Bakhtiar and continued to
employment.
demand the shah's abdication.

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTKE---116AL NOTICE

1979 BUDGET
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
REVENUES
Encumbered Cash on Hand
23,693
Property Taxes
a .520,000
Franchise Taxes
50,000
Business Privilege License
94,000
Vehicle License
128,387
Parking Meters
16,000
Parking Lot
2,5110
Building Permits
- 2,500
Base Court Revenue
50,000
Insurance Tax
170,000
Sanitation Department:
386,800
Municipal Aid Tax
67,843
KLEFPF & Educationajwiniive
40,213
Tax Collection Charge
5,000
Federal Revenue Sharing
312,000
Total Revenues .
..............:..• 1,868,936
EXPENDITURES
Administrative & Executive
Salary - Mayor
5,000
Salary - Attorney
5,000
Salaries - Clerks di Secretary
.24,000
Salary -Janitor
2 150
Council & Treasurer
5 000
Planning Commission &
Board of Zoning Adjustment
1 500
Housing Commission
400
Contingency
2 000
Auditing Expense
3,000
Tax Assessor's Fee
8 000
.
Rills - Cost & Postage
Bonding Expense
•
4,200
•
Dues- PADD,JPL00,-KML
6 000
Conferences
3 500
Offices Exp.& Equipment
8 598
Utilities - City Hall
.8,000
Building Maintenance
4 000
Supplies - City Hall .
1 000
General Insurance
24,000
Hospitalization Insurance
300
..w
Retirement
2,030
Social Security
2 182
Workmen's Compensation
500
Unemployment Insurance
120
Subtotal
120,480
Contributions
Human Rights CoMMISSiOn
500
Ambulance Service
33,0006
Murray-Calloway CO. Park
36,000
Murray-Calloway Co. Airport
7 000
Subtotal
76,500
Olber Evan*
Street Lights
57,000*
Legal Expense
5,000
Subtotal
62,000
•

Salary
Car Expense
Office Exp.& Advertising
Planning Cost & Secretary
Social Security
Retirement
Hospitalization Insurance
Unemployment Insurance
Subtotal
Deg Warden
Salary
Social Security
Retirement
Hospitalization Insurance
Expense
Unemployment Insurance
•
Subtotal
Police Department
Salaries-Base
KLEFPF
Education Incentive
Longevity
Holidays & Sick Pay
Overtime
Unemployment.,...
Social Security
Workmen's Compensation
Hospitalization Insurance
Parking Meter Maintenance
Gasoline
Clothing Allowance
Corruntinications & Telephones
Office Expense
Auto Maintenance
Miscellaneous
Grant Match Money
7
Police Cars
Subtotal

14,800
1 200
1 700
4,500
1 140
1 349
1 188
90
2.5,967
8 300
511
606
740
1,500
60
11,717

'4

257,486
35,906
6 400
3 600
,. .9.203
5,000
1 680
18,770
11.000
21,800
.." 1 000
• ,...18.000
, .3,600
6 620
2 500
8,730
2,000
2,000
30,000'
443.236

LEGAL NO'fICE

Women...
Continued From Page Choi
with any Illiaii011 work, we will
meet the needs that the people have,"
Miss McKinney explained. "Many
athletes are at Lake Placid training this
winter in preparation for the Winter
Olympics in February of 1980. We will
establish a program of outreach for the
Olympic&"
Lake Placid, which is located in
northern New York state in the
Adirondack Mountains, is a resort area
likened to a "little Gatlinburg."
Miss Hussung, Miss Mills and Caae
will remain in Lake Placid for the
equivalent time of the spring semester
of college. Miss McKinney plans to stay
for six weeks.
Two couples, both paid by the Home
Mission Board of the Southern Baptist
-- Convention, are serving in Lake Placid.
The Board has bought a house for the
students and the couples to live in. The
students will pay room and board and
are responsible for their own linens.
"All of the students will be working at
various secular jobs while in Lake
Placid," Miss Hussung pointed out. "In
a sense, you could say ee are volunteers since we will not be paid by the
Home Mission Board."
David Book, who is in charge of
campus ministries for upper state New
York and who lives in Lake Placid, has
jobs such as waiters, waitresses,
typists, secretaries and store clerks
lined up in the community for the
students.
The Murray State students heard
about the program in October when
Book spoke to the local Baptist Student
Union. Miss Hussung and Case were
also part of a group that the BSU took to
Lake Placid last summer to do mission
work.
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Fire Department
Salaries
(IN,000)209,379
Longevity
3,840
Holidays& Sick Pay
6,800
Social Security
,„
.14,027
Workmen's Compensation ..
11,000
Hospitalization Insurance
. .22,540
Off-Duty Firemen
4,500
Volunteers
4,500
Communications & Telephone
2,700
Utilities
2,400
Office Records
1 200
Education Expense
1 000
Vehicle Maintenance
3 100
Gasoline
2 600
Clothing Allowance
6,000
Misc. Expense & Supplies
1 500
Contingency
2,000
UnemploymentInsurance
1980,
Secretary
4 000
Fire Hydrants
18,200*
Certificate Deposit - Fire
Truck Purchase
20,718
Subtotal
449,984
Street Department
Salaries
95,016
Seasonal Labor &Flood
Control Program
15,700
Overtime
1,500
Longevity & Sick Pay
.2,100
Unemployment Insurance
650a
Retirement
7,071
Social Security
6,369
Hospitalization Insurance
7,155
Workmen's Compensation
6,000
Clothing Allowance
1,000
Office Expense
1,000
Utilities
1,400
_
Gas & Oil
ee. .9,400
Equipment Maintenance
.7,400
Street Signs
1,300
Street Maintenance
10,000
Sidewalks
2,500
Supplies
2,200
Rip-Rap & Tile
6,200
Brush & Leaf Pick-Up
6,500
Paving Program(MAT)
- .67,843
Contingency
2 000
New Equipment...
-23,893
Subtotal
284,197
- Cemetery
Maintenance Si Equipment
6,000
Subtotal
6,000
Sanitation Department
Salaries
206,004
Longevity di Sick Pay
5,000
Unemployment Insurance
1,500
Social Security
12,657
Retirement
14,921
Workmen's Compensation
12,000
Hospitalization Insurance
17,940
Contingency.
10,000
Equipment Depreciation
10,744
Clothing AlloWance
6,600
A
Office Expense
4,200
Utilities
3,200
Gas & Oil
18,250
Supplies
3,000
Central Garage
2,000
Landfill 1
3,000
Equipment Repairs & Maint._
•
1,500
Miscellaneous Expense
1,500
Central Garage Const
,780
Subtotal
388,796
Grand Total
....Expenditures
1,868,936
1479 BUDGET
REVENUE SHARING FUNDS
Itith Entitlement Period Anticipated
Funds
Trust Fund Accowit
Total Fonds Available
PROPOSED EXPENDITURES
Street Lights
Fire Hydrants
Ambulance Service
Police Cars
Fire Dep.Salaries
Public Safety
Capital Improvements
Total Expenditures .

312,000
113,000
425,000
60,000
18,000
30,000
24,000
180,000
13,000
100,000
425,000

(*Denotes Revenue Sharing Funds Not to Exceed
The Amount Indicated In Revenue Sharing
Fund
Budget).

China Launches U.S. Relation
With Soviet Blast, Invitation
By BARRY SCHWE1D
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON LeP
'tuna has launched new
relations with the United
States with a blast at Soviet
•'expansion and aggression"
and an invitation to Taiwan to
-go with the tide" and reunite
with the mainland.
China's double message was
brought home by 4Enbassador
Chai Tseanin in receptions
Monday on the firSt
- day of
what Vice President Walter F.
Mondale called "the dawn of a
new and bountiful era."
The Chinese diplomat said
by establishing ties, his
government and the United

States were broadening a
common
against
front
"hegemony" and serving a
warning "to those countries
and groupings that seek
hegemony."
Mondale, in an exchange of
champagne toasts at a
reception hosted by Chai, said
the establishment of full
relations reflects a realistic
sense of U.S. and Chinese
interests and a mutually
beneficial relationship.
''What has brought _us
together is an awareness of
our parallel interests in
creating a world of economic
progress, stability and
peace," he said.

--"
,
;•F

Po

Expressionless
Behind Mondale and Chai,
and
aa they stood side by side in a following his prepared text
crowded room
in the closely, Chai declar
"The norrnalizati of Sinorenovated hotel the Chinese
use as their headquarters, U.S. relations is not only in
were flags of the United States conformity with the aspiration
and the People's Republic. and interests of the Chinese
The American flag was pinned and American peoples, but
on the wall backwards, its also will certainly play an
active role in combating the
stripes pointing leftward.
Smiling Chinese diplomats expansion and aggression of
mingled with past and present hegemonism and upholding
U.S. officials, exchanging peace and stability in Asia and
New Year's greetings and .the world."
expressions of friendship.
As is the custom in Chin'
With Mondale on the dais were bitter public quarrel with the
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Soviet Union, the buzzword
Vance
Zbigniew "hegemonism," meaning an
and
Brzesinsiti, the U.S. national imperialistic spreading of
influence, was used to attack
security assistant.
the Kremlin. The Chinese
diplomat, as is also the
custom, made no direct
mention of the Soviets by
name.
Earlier, in much the same
impassive tone, Chai called
Taiwan an integral part of
O'Daniel now is in his fourth China. "The day will certainly
term as mayor of Shively in come when Taiwan reunites
suburban Jefferson County with the mainland," he said.
U.S. officials said films of
and is a past chairman of the
Kentucky Council of Area the Chinese reception would
be relayed by satellite to
Development Districts.
O'Daniel, 65, a native of China where, for the first
Marion County, is a retired time, U.S. documentaries on
American life were shown
engineer.
Logsdon, 31, a native of New Year's Eve.
To mark the upgrading in
Edmonson
County,
is
president of the County Judge- relations, the Chinese hoisted
their flag in front of the
Executives Association.
O'Daniel will assume office building. A formal exchange
Wednesday and Logsdon next of ambassadors is set for
March 1.
Monday.

Carroll Forms Flood Force
To Check Weather Service
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Gov. Julian Carroll has formed a flood task force to find
out, among other things,"why
we didn't get accurate information" on devastating
floods three weeks ago in
several Kentucky counties.
Carroll also announced
Monday that Shively Mayor
William S. O'Daniel has been
named commissioner of the
Department
for
Local
Government. O'Daniel
replaces Ralph Ed Graves,
*Ito resigned to become a
candidate for the., 1979
-Dernoetatic 'gftbetriitorial
nomination.
The governor said the ,fivemember task force will report
its findings and recommendations by Oct. 1.
The group will evaluate the
ability of current institutions
to review weather conditions
and to predict flooding and
will study how such forecasts
are
coordinated
and
distributed to the public, he
said.
During a news conference,
Carroll said that recent
flooding of the Kentucky,
Rolling Fork, Salt and other
rivers
"raised
major
questions as to the adequacy
of the current expertise."
One of the hardest-hit cities

was Frankfort, where officials
have demanded an investigation of the flood which
caused an estimated $50
million or more in damages.
Many capital city residents
have complained that with
notice of even a few additional
hours, they could have moved
ter saved countless equipment
and belongings in their homes
and offices.
The chairman of the flood
task force is Vic Hellard Jr.,
director of the Legislative
Research Commission, who
was a victim of the December
LEGAL NOTICE Mit NO'TKE LEGAL NOTICE
'flood.
Members will be Mate Rep.
_
C.M. "Hank' Hancock, I)OEDINANCEnninber 674
_
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE
Frankfort, whose business
NUMBER 327 RELATING TO:THE CLASSIFICATION
was inundated by the flood;
AND • LICENSING OF VEHICLES PLYING ,THE
Albert Dix, publisher of The
STREETS OF MURRAY AND RESCINDING
Frankfort State Journal;
AMENDMENT ORDINANCES 572,509, AND 487.
Elizabeth Gunning of Lebanon
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COMMON COUNCIL
Junction, another flood vicOF THE CITY OF "MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
tim; and J. 0. Briggs of
FOLLOWS:
Stanton, who is in the real
SECTION 1: Subsections(a) throne)(e)of Section 3
estate business in a comof Ordinance Number 327, is hereby amended to read
munity affected by the recent
as follows:
floods.
"(a) For each passenger automobile,$15.00;
Carroll said the ultimate
"(b) For each motor truck or motor truck and
goal of the task force is to
trailer with a total tonnage of one and one half (
minimize injuries, dislocation
ton, or less,$15.00;
and property damage in the
future.
"(c) For each motor truck or motor truck and
trailer with a total tonnage of more than one and one
"The weather service has
half(142)ton,$20.00;
obviously not been reliable,
not in snow or flooding," the
"(d) For each motorcycle,$3.00;
governor remarked last week.
le) For each motorbike or motorscooter,$3.00."
SECTION 2: Amendment Ordinances 572, 509, and
Another vacancy in the local
467 are hereby rescinded.
government agency will be
filled by Ecimonson County
SECTION 3: Except as hereinbefore expressly
amended, Section 327 as amended, is hereby reafJudge-Executive Daniel
firmed.
Logsdon, who becomes the
ADOPTED ON FIRST READING ON THE 14 DAY
department's deputy comOF Dec.,1978.
missioner.
O'Daniel and Logsdon were
ADOPTED ON SECOND READING ON THE 28
DAY OF Dec., 1978.
selected from a list of four
names submitted to the
COMMON COUNCIL,CITY OF MURRAY,Ky.
CHICAGO (AP) - They - governor by a
search cornBy: Melvin Henley, Mayor
were as young as 15 and as old ---mittee from
ATTEST:
area development
as 20 when they died. Some., districts.
Jo Crass,City Clerk
worked for John Wayne Gacy
Jr., others were their friends.
And some still needed to be
squired from place to place in
the family car.
They are the victims so far
identified in an apparent
series of sex slayings that left
1
/2
4 price
.
bodies in the crawl space,
389811
bodies in the river.
Values to $I 20.00
Three of the bodies
Values toll
unearthed from the crawl
space beneath Gacy's home
Reg 69 96
were identified Monday, and
police said the 36-year-old
2
5% off
contractor had admitted
killing two of the three.
off
OnerGroup Of Men's
In all, six of the 29 bodies
linked to Gacy have been
identified. He reportedly has
off
Men's ond Boy's
told police he killed 32 boys
and young men after having
\
sexual relations with them.
The digging goes on today at
off
Gacy's home near Des
•
Plaines, just northwest of
Chicago.
off reg. price
The three victims identified
Monday by the Cook County
off
Medical Examiner Dr. Robert
One Group Of Ladies
Stein were:
-Gregory Godzik, 17, of
off
Chicago, a former employee
of .Gacy's who had been
2
.for
missing since December 1976.
-John Szyc, 19, a friend of
off
Godzik who also lived in
Sizes 7 to I4 Values 5 12.99
Chicago.
-Richard Johnston, 17, of
In The Basement Of The National Store
Bensenville, who was last Seen
in June 1976 when his mother
Reg $2 99 yd.sr,
dropped him off for a rock
concert in Chicago.
Reg S I 99 y
Police said Gacy had
Vin
previously confessed to killing
a199
Reg 565 00 Sale Price es-0
Godzik and Szyc. They said
Johnston's name had not been
Ladies Vin0
mentioned before, but they did
Reg 160 00 Sale Price
not say whether that meant
they expected the number of
known dead to increase.
Downtown
Stein said he may have
,
'
difficulty identifying the rest tr•
Murray Ct. Sq.
of the skeletons without help
4.
.44>
r.:16
from the relatives of miming
persons
-.

Gacy's Victims
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Samsonite Luggage
Men's Suits
Men's Suits
09:99$69"
Men's Corduroy Suits
$49
"
Men's Shirts
Men's Sweaters
25%
Pants
25%

Coats
Boy's Shirts
Ladies Sportswear
& Dresses
Ladies Shoes & Boots

Purses
Ladies Jewelry
Children's Sportswear
Girls Jeans

Polyester Double Knit
Polyester Double Knit
Ladies
Long Coats

Short Coats

25%
25%

25,050%

25%

- 25%
$50°
25%
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Tide Await Poll Decision
After Edging Penn State
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By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
NEW
ORLEANS- labarna went home today to
wait for the ballots to be
counted. Penn State went
home counted out.
Alabama's No. 2-ranked
Crimson Tide beat No. 1ranked Penn State, 14-7 New
Year's day in the Sugar Bowl,
and thus laid claim to college
football's national championship.
There might be some
argument from Southern
like
which
California,
Alabama finished an 11-1
season, including a win over
the Tide, but legendary Coach
Bear Bryant and his Alabama
team most assuredly have the
inside track to their fourth
national crown.
Alabama accomplished the
feat of kayoing Penn State
with a punishing defense that
intercepted four passes
thrown by the losers' quarterback, Chuck Fusina, and
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Mel Purcell, shown above winning the Louisville Country Club tennis title this summer, captvrad the National Indoor 21-undar
Associated Pram
title in Nashville this weekend.

Purcell Sweeps 21-Under Titles
3 thumping of No.-2 Chip
NASHVILLE - Mel Purcell
'added ail-other-feather to trts - Tallesnir of -Vanderbitt in thefinals.
tennis cap with a sweep of the
In the mens doubles final,
USTA National 21-and-under
Indoor Championships Sun- Purcell and Bill Rogers of the
University of Georgia, the topday.
rated team, defeated Tolson
Purcell_ top-seeded in
and Charles Batt, also of
singles, capped a rampage
Vandy,6-4„6-4.
through the draw with a 6-3,6-

The Other Bowls

Purcell, now attending the
University -of- -Tennestiee, is
ineligible-to compete for the
Commodores-until the 1979-80
season due to the transfer
rule. He formerly attended
Memphis State.
•
Kathy Denton, a Nashville

native, whipped Leslie Hewitt
ofAlirialingbarn. Ala- 6-4,, 6-2
for the women's singles title.
Denton later teamed with
Crecket Manuel of Clearwater, Fla., for the doubles
title with a 4-6, 6-3, 6-2 victory
ewitt and Margie
over
Brown of Kingsport, Tenn.

sacked the All-American five
times.
The offense found a stubborn foe in Penn State's
nation-leading defense, but
scored on a 30-yard pass from
quarterback Jeff Rutledge to
split end Bruce Bolton in the
second quarter for a 7-0
halftime lead.
After Penn State came back
to tie on a 17-yard pass from
Fusina to split end Scott
Fitzkee in the third quarter,
the Tide put the winning
touchdown on the board with
an 8-yard scoring run by
Major Ogilvie in the same
period.
The big plays, however, for
the winners came in the fourth
period with some six minutes
left.
Penn State recovered a
fumble at the Tide 19. The
Lions moved to the 1 with two
downs to score the tying
touchdown. But Alabama's
defense rose to turn back runs
by Matt Suhey and Mike

Guinan, taking possession
inches from their end zone.
But the Tide weren't out of
danger yet. They were forced
to punt, and the ball shanked
out-of-bounds on the Alabama
20. Penn State, however, had
12 men on the field at the time,
and and the penalty gave the
ball back to the Tide with a
first down.
Penn State Coach Joe
Paterno refused to identify the
12th man.
"The kid just didn't come
out," Paterno said. "We won
one that way one time in a
'bowl game 115-14 against
-Kansas in 1968), and now we
blew one the same way. That's
the firit time we've had 12
men on the field probably in
five years."
All-American tackle Keith
Dorney probably said it all for
a Penn State team that didn't
cry, make excuses, or blame
anyone but themselves for the
crushing loss.
"We messed up. We blew it.

moving ahead of two other
once-beaten teams, Alabama
and Southern Cal, in the
Associated Press poll that will
be announced Wednesday.

Orange Bowl
However, most of the
Sooners are convinced they let
a national championship slip
through their fingers when
they lost six of nine fumbles
during the earlier Nebraska
game.
-There's no way,this:game
replaces the first one. There's

By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
The Houston Oilers and the
Dallas Cowboys have gotten
their wishes.

and did not play in the second
half, when reserve quarterback Danny White directed
Dallas to two touchdowns. _
Staubach resumed workouts
Monday.

favored New England Patriots
last Sunday in the second
round of the AFC playoffs. The
Oilers also upset Miami-17-9
the opening round of the
playoffs Dec,24.

The Oilers have been made
underdogs for Sunday's
American Football Conference championship game
Pittsburgh
against the
Steelers at Pittsburgh.

KEN PETERS
By AP Sports Writer
PASADENA, Calif. Controversy undoubtedly will
arise over the national college
football championship since
whipped
Cal
Southern
Michigan in the Rose Bowl in a game itself marked by
controversy.
The third-ranked Trojans,
12-1, staked their final claim to
the national title with a 17-10
victory over the Wolverines,
who finished the season 11-2

Rose Bowl
Penn State 14-7 in the Sugar
Bowl. USC lists among its
victories this year a 24-14 win
over the Crimson Tide in
Tuscaloosa.
Southern Cal got the help of
a disputed touchdown in its
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HERE'S
HEALTH

By OR. BRYAN
THACKER
In this country, over six
million Americans"Suffer
from backache. In fact, the
"stress backache". .
associated with highpressure living. . . has just
about replaced the ulcer as
the new status symbol.
Neither the ,ulcer nor
back pain can possibly add
enough status to justify the
suffering they cause.
However, once you have
had a stress backache, you
can expect it to re-occur. It
will not simply go away
unless treated, that is certain. It may not be possible
to eliminate stress from
your life, but chiropractic
care can correct the
backache.
Call for an appointment
for chiropractic treatment.
Eliminate backache and
enjoy life again.
Office: 903 Sycamore
Phase: 753-9909

That will mean White will be
- the other second-round
games, Pittsburgh trounced backon the bench, despite his
performance
Denver 33-10 last Saturday; glittering
Dallas, with the injured against Atlanta. However, he
Staubach on the sidelines in will be ready-just in case.
Meanwhile, the Rams, who
tile second half, overcame the
27-20 have won the NFC West title
Falcons
ktlanta
And the Cowboys have been Saturday, and Los Angeles each of the past six years but
assured that first-string whipped Minnesota 33-10 never have advanced past the
quarterback Roger Staubach Sunday. kc
conference finals, oozed
will be ready for Sunday's
confidence.
The Steelers got a solid
National Football Conference
The passing of quarterback
title contest against theN.Vis blend of running and passing
game
Haden and the running of
against
their
playoff
in
Pat
-Angeles.
Los
at
Rams
Angeles
no way to make up for losing on the game's final play.
Terry
Bryant carried the
as
quarterback
Denver,
Cullen
to
advance
The winners will
the national championship,"
"We were thinking that if Super Bowl XIII Jan. 21 at the Bradshaw clicked on 16-of-29 Rams past Minnesota. Haden
said quarterback Thomas the other teams played close Orange Bowl in Miami.
passes for 272 yards and hit 15 of 29 passes for 209 yards
Lott, who scored two touch- games, which they did, and we
fourth-period scoring strikes and two scores against the
downs while directing the came in here and scored a lot
Both the Cowboys and the to John Stallworth and Lynn Vikings, while Bryant carried
devastating Sooner Wishbone of points and beat them bad, Steelers have won two Super Swann. Big Franco Harris 27 times for 100 yards and one
offense.
we could move in there," Sims Bowls-.no team ever has won rushed 24 times for 105 yards TD.
"How can you forget losing said.
more - whereas the Oilers and two first-half TDs.
Ironically,-the Rams beat
to them?" asked Lott, who
Rams never have parand
Reggie
guard
nose
But
cold
three of the other
all
knocked
was
Staubach
Lincoln.
at
times
fumbled five
in the National
who led the Sooner ticipated
major by Atlanta linebacker Robert remaining playoff teams
"Something like that affects Kinlaw,
League's
Football
aefense with 11 tackles, said
Pennywell in the first half as during the regular season.
your life so much."
postseason extravaganza.
team was drained by then.
the Conboys trailed the They defeated Dallas 27-14,
The Sooners may hove-cootBoth the offense and
Dallas, the defending Falcons 20-13. Staubach Pittsburgh 10-7 and Houston
themselves a few first-place
tired,
very
were
defense
14-0
champion, and Pittsburgh are suffered a-mild -concussion 10-6.
votes by getting outscored
so hard. favored to meet there again,
in the final qaarter. Lott lost a because we played
the No. 1 just as they did in Super Bowl
fumble in the quarter, and It's very hard to stop
said. X, with the Steelers defeating
Nebraska scored a touchdown offense in the nation," he
the Cowboys 21-17, the last
time the NFL championship
was decided in Miami. Pittsburgh's other Super Bowl
triumph was 16-6 over the
"If
$
victory over Michigan, those kind of calls," said USC Minnesota Vikings in Super
Full Size Reg. 55 tdpg 429
making its third consecutive Coach John Robinson. "I think Bowl IX.
losing Rose Bowl appearance. making such a big thing of it
Matching
Dallas' victories were 24-3
takes away from the game
$
Charles
tailback
Trojan
over the Miami Dolphins in
itself, it's splitting hairs."
Reg $4 49 379
White dove three yards for
the
over
and
27-10
VI
Super
That touchdown gave USC a
USC's second touchdown, but 10-3 lead, and Frank Jordan Denver Broncos last season.
One Group Of
fumbled on the play. A taped kicked a 35-yard field goal The Cowboys lost to the
for $500
Values to $2 99
replay appeared to show with two seconds remaining in Baltimore Colts 16-13 in Super
White had fumbled before he the first half to give Southern Bowl V.
One Group Of
made it to the end zone, but Cal a 14-point advantage at the
Houston quarterback Dan
$2118
toucha
it
ruled
the officials
Reg S4 79
intermission. The Trojans had Pastorini directed the Oilers
out
wiped
and
down
the
over
romp
31-14
a
to
scored first on a 9-yard pass
Matching
Michigan's fumble recovery.
from quarterback Paul
"I didn't see the con- McDonald to tight end Hoby
Reg $299
troversial call, but obviously, Brenner early in the opening
Matching
what everyone says was that it quarter.
Gregg Willner put the
wasn't a touchdown," said
$1.59884
Bo Wolverines on the board with
Coach
Wolverine
in
goal
early
field
36-yard
a
vsjite
want
don't
"I
Schembechler.
Twin Size
to talk about the officiating. It the second period. Michigan
5
Reg 4 49 5329
will just get me in trouble. But quarterback Rick Leach, a
bowl
fourth
his
making
senior
it's a shame that something
One Group Of Queen 11 King
the
for
like that has to take away appearance
44-yard
a
threw
Wolverines,
kids."
from the effort of our
Are Reduced Too
''Heck, I didn't know what scoring._ pass to.. tailback
third
the
in
Smith
Roosevelt
there
know
I
All
but
on,
was going
aren't a lot of errors made in quarter.
pric
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Michigan Loses For Third-Straight Time
and were fifth-ranked going
into Monday's Rose Bowl.
The No. 1 spot became
clouded when second-rated
Alabama beat top-ranked

Penn State,from Paterno on
down, conceded the national
title to Alabama.
"We had to win and we
didn't, so we're out of it," said
Paterno, who tried to hide his
feelings behind a face etched
in disappointment.
Bryant said he hoped the
voters would give Alabaina
the national crown when the
ballots were counted Tuesday
night and the result was announced by The Associated
Press at 6 a.m. Wednesday.
As for a final word on Penn
State. To add insult to injury,
the loss ended'the-Lions' 19game major college football
wiruming streak, longest in the
nation.

Underdog Oilers, Happy.
Cowboys Both Satisfied

Despite Win,Sooners Think Of Earlier Loss
By DAN SEWELL
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI - Oklahoma
avenged its only defeat by
winning this year's Orange
Bowl, but tne• victory only
ridded to the Sooners'
-frustration.
• Oklahoma ran up a 31-10
lead then held off Nebraska
for a 31-24 victory in the
"Rematch Bowl." Nebraska
won at Lincoln in November,
17-14.
Top-ranked Penn State's
Sugar Bowl,loss to Alabama
left the fourth-ranked Sooners,
11-1, with a.longshot chance of

It hurts real bad. At this point
I'm not sure whether to cry or
laugh. I've done plenty of the
former, now it's time to forget

Save!Save!Save!

Sheets

Pillow Cases

Towels

2

Towels

5188

Hand Towels

Why pay 500/o
more for a
copier than
you need to!

Washcloth

Sheets

Sheets

Vilas Edges Roche
MELBOURNE, Australia -Top-seeded Guillermo Vilas
defeated Australian Tony
Roche 3-6, 6-1, 3-6, 6-3, 6-2 to
gain the semifinals of the
Australian Open tennis
championships.
Vitas will face American
Hank Pfister in the semifinals.
Pfister beat Australian Paul
Kronk in another quarter-final
7-5,6-3,6-3.
In the other semifinal,
American Arthur Ashe will

play Australian John Marks
Ashe beat Peter Feigl 4-6, 6-2,
4-6, 6-3, 6-2, while Marks upset
sixth-seeded countryman
'John Alexander 6-4,6-3, 7-5.
women.
the
Among
American Betsy Nagelsen
made the finals with 814,6-4
victory over Australian Chris
Matison and will face Chris
O'Neill of Australia, a 6-0, 6-3
victor over countrywoman
Diarvie Evers.

Place Mats
Vinyl Place Mats
& Napkin Sets
Sheets
Pillow.Cases
Electric Blankets
Twin '21" - 49"
Full'23"-'21"
Queen 539"-

The new—and very reliable —
A 8 Dick 990 plain paper copcompares to equipment cost
w9 60% more
The 990 has all Of the most
wanted" features of machines
costing SO% more—including
Me versatility to make iv,
copies, copy on both sides qt
paper and use most any kine
Of paper, including overhead
kantidiarenCies and labels

r

1/2

1/2 price
$659-$549
:499_949
King 559"- 554"
Full Size Dual
$2999 _ s2599
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What's Up

Notre Dame Rally
Bewilders Houston
By JOE MOOSHIL
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS - "They kept
celebrating and we kept
coming," said Dave Huffman,
.Notre Dame's center and
team philosopher after a lastsecond touchdown gave the
Irish a 35-34 Cotton Bowl
victory over Houston,
Dallas had its worst ice
storm in 30 years, the wind
chill factor was minus-8
degrees, and 39,500 fans didn's
show up. Only a handful of the
32,500 who braved the cold saw
Joe Montana hit Krig Haines
with an 8-yard touchdown pass
as time ran out to tie the
game.
Joe Unis was then pressed
into twice kicking what proved
to be the winning point, and
the 10th-ranked Irish had
culminated one of the best
comebacks In Notre Dame
history.
The Irish trailed the 9thranked Cougars 34-12 with less
than eight minutes remaining,

but a blocked-punt touchdown Cougars a fourth-and-inches
by Steve Cinchy and a two- on their own 29 and the Southpoint conversion cut Houston's west Conference champs
lead to 34-20 with 725 opted to go for it.
remaining.
"We had gained over 200
yards rushing, so I figured we
Cotton Bowl
could gouge out a yard and
cinch the game," said Houston
.------Coach Bill Yeoman.
34behind,
were
"When we
Notre Dame held. Mike
12, we weren't overconfident,
but we were still very con- Calhoun, Steve Heimkreiter
fident we could win the and Joe Gramke cut down
game," said Notre Dame Emmett King, Houston's
Coach Dan Devine. "There 1.000-yard rusher,for no gain.
was a feeling on the bench that
Montana gained 11 and then
we could do it."
hit Haines for 10 more. With
With Joe Montana - who six seconds left, Montana
has been fighting a flu - on threw to Haines for an inthe field after an extended completion, but with two
halftime absence, the Irish second left, Montana and
drove from their 39-yard line. Haines worked the same play
With 4:15 left, Montana ran for a touchdown.
the final two yards, then hit
"It's a quick-out pattern,"
Haines with a pass for two
Haines. "We ran it with
said
34-28.
to
lead
the
points to trim
After a Houston punt and a six seconds left, but got a little
Montana fumble at the mixed up. Joe then asked me
Houston 16, an Irish offsides if I could beat my man again
penalty on a punt gave the and I said yes."

Today
Calloway County boys (3-4) vs Wingo; Jeffrey Gymnasium; preliminary,6:30 p.m.
•••••

Thursday
Calloway County girls(94)at Heath
Murray High girls (2-2) at Mayfield.
Friday
Murray High girls, boys 5-1) vs Fulton County; home;
girls game,6:30 p.m
Calloway County boys vs St. Mary: Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Monday
Murray State women (5-4) vs Tennessee Tech; 7 p.m.,
sport% arena; admission,free.
Murray High girls vs Tilghman; home.
Calloway County girls vs Ballard Memorial, home.

Sonics Run, Drop
Into
2nd Place
•
Keith 0*(14 (shove) currently loads Murray State scorers with a 13-point overage. Tito 6-5
junior scored 17 points in the Racers' last outing, a 71-63 loss to Yale in the consolation gnaw of
the Poinsettia Omsk in Greenville, S.C., last week. Murray opens the 1979 ponies ad ifs
schedule Jan. 10 at Louisiana Tech

1979 Predictions?
...Ali Retires, Rose Causes Rush, Sparky Becomes Yankee
television
Forty
Vilas shun the $400,000 Grand
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Prix Tennis Finals at Madison cameramen are injured in the
AP Special Correspondent
There goes the old man with Square Garden. Jimmy crush when Pete Rose shows
the flowing white beard and Connors threatens to do the - up at the Phillies' spring
the scythe. Good-bye, 1978. same but shows up when -training camp in Clearwater,
You were okay. You provided somebody sweetens his Fla. Pete stays on the field to
us a lot of excitement. But you personal pot with $200,000. do wind sprints an hour after
were cantanekrous at times Still, the tournament proves his new teammates have left
the practice field.
meaningless.
and cost too much.
Muhammad Ali announces
. Who's the pink-cheeked kid
Commissioner Bowie -Kuhnin the diaper? Oh, hello, 1979. he definitely is retiring from says baseball is America's No.
Wtat's that scroll in your the ring.
1 sport.
The Pittsburgh Stealers win
hands? Got any goodies for
-Tbe-Philadelphia 76ers win
us? Mind if we sneak-11-'1Ootball's Super ?owl:beating
the Dallas Cowboys 33-20 in the National Basketball
preview peek?
championship.
Miami. Terry Bradshaw is the Association
Urn-m-m,interesting:
Southern MVP. He goes on TV toplug a The Montreal Canadiens
Alabama,
again win hockey's Stanley
California, Oklahoma and hair-growing lotion.
Commissioner Pete Rozelle Cup, beating the New York
Notre Dame all claim to be
says pro football is America's Islanders in the playoff finals
No.1 in college football.
The Soviet Union says it will
Bjorn Borg and Guillermo No. 1 sport.

not permit Israel and Taiwan
in the -1980 Olympics. The
International Olympic
Committee threatens to take
the Games from Moscow.
Muhammad Ali says he has
decided to fight again,schedules bout with a 6-foot4,
370-pound African warrior in
Jack Nicklaus wins his sixth
Masters golf crown. Ben
Crenshaw is runner-.
All says
Muhammad
African fight is off., vows he
will never fight again. "I am
still the greatest," he tells a
news conference at the 21
Club.
Nancy Lopez wins four

LPGA golf tournaments but American League race. Bob
fails again in the U.S. Lemon quits as manager and
Women's Open. "I don't a hurried call is put in tonFtilly
concentrate any more - my Martin. Martin benches
means Reggie Jackson and the two
life
married
almost come to blows. The
everything to me," she says.
'Connors beats llorg for the Yankees fire Martin, sign
men's title at Wimbledon and Sparky Anderson.
Larry Holmes is declared
the ladies' crown goes to
Martina Navratilova. "I don't undisputed heavyweight
concentrate any more," saki---:.---bokting Champion of the world.Chris Evert, after losing hi the Ali, who had relinquishecrthe
finals. "My married life title, says he will return,
wants to fight Holmes in the
means everything tome."
The Ned' York Yankees fall Sahara Desert in the shadow
14 games- off the pace in the of the Pyramids.

By the Associated Press
SEATTLE - Golden
State Coach Al Attles said
the Warriors controlled the
tempo. Seattle Coach
Lenny Wilkens said the •
Sonics should have run, not
walked.
Either way, the result
was a 110-97 victory for the
Warriors in..the lone
National Basketball
Association game Monday
night. The loss dropped the
Sonics into second place in
the Pacific Division, a halfgame behind the Phoenix
Suns.
Guard Phil Smith scored
eight points in the third
quarter and 12 in the fourth
to finish with 24 points, and
center Robert Parish
scored eight of his 22 points
in the decisive third period
to lead Golden State.
Dennis Johnson and Jack
Sikina lad Seattle with 17
each.
"We definitely vginteskto
control the tempo and st1Sik
_Seattle's fast break,"

Attles said.
"We knew we were
playing one of the best
teams," he added. "I think
it was a little added incentive.
Parish, meanwhile,
grabbed 15 rebounds in
only 27 minutes. While he
was out during the entire
second quarter because of
foul trouble, the Sonics
turned in their best offensive period,sinking 11 of
18 from the field.
It was during a sevenminute stretch in the third
quarter that Golden State
went from a 3-point deficit
to a 13-point lead by running off 16 unanswered
points.
Fred Brown fired a brief
Seattle rally which cut the
deficit to 93-87 before
Parish, Smith and John
Lucas, who had 11 assists, ,
responded with six straight
points to give the Warriors
a 99-87 lead with 3:40 to
play.

Upsets Of Duke One Of Many Weekend Basketball Surprises
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
For a while, the Duke Blue
'pevils were perfect. Then
they were perfectly awful.
The nation's No. 1 college
basketball team could do no
wrong for the first six games
of the season, then did nothing
right while losing two games
in the ECAC Holiday Festival
Tournament in New York.
The Blue Devils first lost an
opening-round game to Ohio
State, 90-84 in overtime, on
Friday night. Then they
dropped a 69-66 decision to St.
John's in the consolation game
Saturday night before Rutgers
won the title with a thrilling,
triple-overtime 97-96 victory
over the Buckeyes.
Notre Dame's secondranked team also went
unpleasant
an
through
weekend, losing 81-76 to No. 13
Kentucky. Another Top
Twenty team, 14th-ranked
Nevada-Las Vegas, also went
down, losing an 89-79 decision
to Temple in the finals of the
Las Vegas Classic.
Elsewhere, fourth-ranked
Michigan State won the Far
West CLassic with a 74-57
fen film Sernce
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victory over Big Ten colleague
Indiana; fifth-ranked North
Carolina won the Rochester
N.Y. Classic with a 121-69
rout of Niagara and No. 6
Illinois took the Glacier
Classic in Anchorage, Alaska,
with a 98-90 victory over
Alaska-Anchorage.
Indiana State, ranked No.
11, defeated Morris Harvey 9963; 12th-ranked Texas A&M
turned back Vermont 104-76 in
the finals of the Vermont
15th-ranked
Classic;
Georgetown blasted the
University of the District of
Columbia 96-56; 16th-rated
Marquette took the Milwaukee
Classic with a 61-57 decision
CarolinaNorth
over
Charlotte; 17thranked Long
- Beach stopped Loyola of
Chicago 84-73; No. 18 Kansas
beat Colorado 72-66 in the
finals of the Big Eight
Tournament in Kansas City,
and No. 20 Arkansas defeated
Memphis State 82-69.
In other tournament action,
Purdue won the Rainbow
Classic in Honolulu with 7762 decision over Utah; Idaho
State surprised New Mexico
73-67 in the Lobo Invitational
in Albuquerque, N.M.; New
Mexico State won the AllCollege Tournament in
Oklahoma City by beating
Weber State 63-58; Maryland
scored an 83-79 decision over

Holtz To Coach
At Ohio State?
COLUMBUS, Ohio AP; -Lou Holtz, by the process of
elimination, appears to be the
man to replace Woody Hayes
as Ohio State's football coach.
Bo Schembechler says he
will stay at Michigan. Bo Rein
has just signed a multiyear
contract at North Carolina
State. Ara Parseghian has no
desire to return
Hayes, whose career was
controversy,
by
dotted
coached for 33 years -- 28 at
Ohio State - and compiled 238
victories, a total exceeded in
college annals only by Amos
Alonzo Stagg, Glenn "Pop"
Warner,and Bear Bryant

Southern Cal in the finals of
the Maryland Invitational,
and Iowa beat Stanford 83-68
in the championship game of
the Cabrillo Classic in San
Diego.
Dwight Anderson scored all
of his 17 points in the last 10
minutes to lead Kentucky over
Notre Dame. Temple upset
Nevada-Las Vegas as Rick
Reed and Neil Robinson each
scored 18 points.
Earvin Johnson scored 20
points to lead. Michigan State
over Indiana. Illinois improved its record to a

sparkling 12-0, best in-'the
country among Division 1
schools, with three victories in
the Glacier Bowl tournament.
Larry Bird scored 34 points
to pace Indiana State over
Morris Harvey. A 23-point
performance by Rudy Woods
led Texas A&M over Vermont.
Erick Floyd and Steve Martin
teamed' for 30 points to lead
over _D.C.
Georgetown
Marquette scored 12 straight
points in the final seven
minutes, five by Robert Byrd,
to beat North CarolinaCharlotte.

..•••••••
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College 13asketbil
Third Piste
CAWS
St John's 10, Wm Id
Evansville
.
lisliday Taaraey
EAST
Maine 56, Siena 75
Cent. Michigan 74, Evansville 73
Princeton 57, N. Peter's II
Third Place
SOUTH
Navy 77, Arkansas St 75
Alcorn St. II, Alabama St. 80
Far West Classic
Florlds St N, Ala.-133rtningharn 66
Cleamehmakie
Georgetown N. 11 of D.C. 56
MichigarrSt. 74, Indiana 57
Georgia 122, Bantle, S.C. 62
Third Piece
Howard IS, WinatooSalem 64
Oregon St V, Oregon 62
JaclukaiSt 64, Kertucky Si. 67
Fifth Place
Kentucky el, Notre Dame 76
Washington St. OD, Washington 47
McNees" St 10, Morehead St 76
Place
Seven&
72
Middle Tam.11, David taproom!)
Seattle 66, Wyoinleg-54
S. Alabama 111, Ills.arbitewater 90
Cdaeler Bowl
Virginia Tech 77, lamas Madison 50
Champions*
FaIrleigb McMullen 59
Wake Forest
Elbow
90
91.
Alaaka-Anchorage
MIDWEST
Third flasad
Ball St 10, Valparaiso
5. Michigan 92. College of the Ozarks
Dayton 117, Xavier, Ohio
88
DePaW N. Creighton 70
63
Harvey
Indiana St IS. Morrie
Glass City Clunk
W Kentucky 71. Butler 50
Cbasepbatible
Wichita St. U. Pea America_ it_ _Trilowting GR.,,
67, VRIAnova 64
SOUTHWEST
There! Place
Arkansas U. Memphis St 69
Toledo 80, St Louis 73
SMU 121, Texas Wesleyan 55
lam Claaak
TCU 70, Robert Mania II FAR WF.ST
(Implacable
.
Arizona 67, N Arizona 63
Ion° 84. St Sfary'r, Calf. 74
Colorado St. 72. Lamar 52
Third Place
Gonsaga U, Great Falls IS
Northeastern 71, Baltimore 50
long Beach St 84, Loyola. 111 73
KOA Clark
Montana N. 74, Portland St M
Clamapissehlp
Nevada-Reno et California 61
Portland 77, Montane 0
San Francisco N. Tee,.. 48
Third Mee
AB-College Tourney
Fullerton St. 54. Ls Salle 75
Cbsamisnablir
ladayeee favItatkeal
New Mexico St U, Weber St M
Choweidiskle
Third Place
Drexel 69, lafayette Si
Oklahoma City $4. Santa Clara 78
ruby Place
run Place
• Sciltherk N. Buffalo 89
Northwestern N. New Orleims 54
las Vegas(lark
neves& Place
Championship
So Mississippi N. E Tennessee St. N
„Ilample N, Nev -Las Vegas 79
Mg P35bt Holiday Toomey
Third Place
Champlonship
Baylor 101, Loyola. Calf 71
Kansas 71, Colorado $4
Third Place
lobe lavttalissai
Nebraska N. Oklahoma 53
Clisoploaship
YES Plate
Idaho St 73, New Mexico 67
Oklahoma St. V. lows St 75
TbIrd Rawl
Seventh Place
Miami. Ohio IS, Davidson 72
Kansas Sit 75, Mlsouri
bierybed lavitstioasi
Cabrillo Chunk
Closamtwaship
Clow pions*
Maryland 03, Soothern Cal 79
lows U,Stanford
Third Place
Third Place
St Joseph's, Pa U. Holy Czoss 58
SllIl Diego St. 110, PMso la
Newsier Classic
Conseetleat Classk
Cesitneloushte
Marteiettell=he 57
Connecticut 110, E Carolina ra
Third Mee
Third Place
St Faxi•venture 0,N. Texas St 47
Tulsa 77, Manhattan 74
Pdisbory Chink
WO'HAM,itmural
ClauglaiNIN
Chasspeonelit
minnewta 57. Georgia Tech se
IN, 3 OT
Rutgers V. Ohio

Welk Open a savings account at Home Federal so you won't
have this problem next year or even 10 years from now.

*Certificat..-1.s of Deposit
Term

8-10 years
6-7 years
4 years
2 years
/
21
1-2 years

Annual Rate

Net Annual Yield

8.00%
7.75%
7.50%
6.75%
6.50%

8.33%
8.06%
7.79%
6.98%
6.72%

Golden Ep_gle Passbook
90-Day Notice,

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

'Substantial interest penalty required on early withdrawal from CDs

Annual Rate

Net Annual Yield

5.75°c 5.92%
s100 minimum dep.
Regular Passbook
Day in-Day out
Annual Rote

Net Annual Yield

5.25%

5.39%

All savings accounts ore COMPOUNDED

S1 00 minimum dep.

DAILY,

"The place where thousands are saving millions"

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

ent WM*

ESLIC
_,...............
----______,
...........
r
s• OM NO

PADUCAH,KY.
"3 Paducah locations plus an office in Marray and La Center."

a.
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

'Here's the Answer ffg
Q. - I have to finish my attic
within the next couple of
months. I would like to use
gypsum board, but I didn't do
to well with it a few years ago
because of trouble with the
painting. Are prepainted sheets
of gypsum board available'
A. - You can get gypsum
board with any kind of finish
you want, although the painting
of it should not pose any parucular problem. If your lumber
yard or building supply dealer
does not stock gypsum board
with special finishes, he can get
it for you. Should you wish to
see the various types of finishes, including those that simulate wall paneling, check your
phone book to find a dealer
with a larger mventory.

in
he
re
of
CS
of
Si-

rd
te
:it

A. - Yes, but it would be a
tough, long task. You will be
better off to rent a floor sander. Tell the dealer to give you
the proper paper for the removal of paint. Be sure to remove
all furniture from the room,
and take down drapes, curtains, etc. Sanding the floor
with a large machine is also
quite a job, but not as difficult
as using a belt sander.

A. - Why not try to get a
vinyl molding? The dealer who
4, sells the tiles usually has the
'r proper harmonizing baseboard
:molding.

t The techniques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, stain,
bleach, remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
which can be obtained by sending 35 cents PLUS a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
will be answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
cannot be undertaken.)

- I want to put some elec.
, trical outlets in my house. I
have had some experience with
electricity and am sure I can
'. handle the job. The problem is
whether there are laws against
doing this kind of work without
an,electrician's license.

Home Hints

11-

se.. •

Smart families across the land are
discovering low flush conservation A

Popular San FrancisLo
Now the portable toilets
radio personality Owen
are gone, and Microphor
Spann is a water saver.
units are in place. The city of
Spann, host of his own talk
Carmel is pleased with the
show on..K.G0 Radio in the
performance of the. Mibay city, has installed two
toilets.
They
crophor
Microphor "twoquart%tsar
have ordered more units for
toilets in his hillside home in
installation at a plaza.
Marin. County north of San
Francisco. He says."the,
•• We feel the tow flush type
units use only 10 percent as
toilets have a positive effect
much water as conventional
on both septic tanks and
ts000
L I WING ROOM
'toilets. Thanks to Mileach fields," reports Dav id
•••••• CM.
crophor, our family beat the
. 20.
C. Long, an environmental
drought with big water savhealth official.
ings every day."
"Even though the effluent
Although the California
drought is over and the days
is more concentrated than
itrrenen WSW
of water rationing may be
that from a conventional five
11%17.
1
ROOM
COW'.
gone, many Californians, like
to seven gallon toilet, this is
I
piT
re". 17
more than offset by the added
Spann, have realized the importance of water conservaretention time in the septic
tion. It has become part of
tank, giving the bacteria
their lifestyle. They know
more time to digest solids.
they've got to maintain their
-Thiira elearer effluent is dis"
conservation efforts to avoid
charged to the leach field."
NUMBER'ONE ‘4 tit it .+AN'ER--4.1rhe two-quart Mias 1/0 RIM
another water shortage.
.
0.
crophor LF-2 10 toilet is shown here installed in a typiA major household water
Products developed by
cal residence. The unit has no water tank as such, and
culprit is the toilet. Did you
Microphor have rebeived apoperates at a low noise level. This installation features a
know,for example, that conproval or certification by the
TWO CAR GARAGE
custom toilet seat that 4:latches the color of the shower
ventional toilets waste sevInternational Association of
21' • 52'
curtain. Made of vitreous china,the unit is streamlined
eral gallons of water during
Plumbing and Mechanical
and modern. It can be installed easily without complithe flush cycle? The low flush
Officials (Uniform Plumbing
cated or costly plumbing modifications,
toilet developed and marCode), Southern Building
.8441
01
keted by Mictophor of
Code Congress Internawater
tank
as
such.
limited land around the cotWillis, California, reduced
tional, (Standard Plumbing
The marketing of Microtage, reconstruction of the
toilet flush water waste.
409/0
Code), Building Officials and
4 20A
FLOOR PLAN
leach field was not a simple
While conventional toilets , phor low flush toilets has
Code Administrators (Basic
AN OPEN FEELING predominates in the entertaining area
or inexpensive matter.
consume five to seven gal-. spread nationwide in the last
Plumbing Code), Nationqr
of this 2,092-square-foot contemporary ranch home. The
few
years.
In Minnesota. the
But the Bothwells found
Ions of water per flush, MiSanitaliiith Foundation, USentertaining area is highlighted by a step-down conversation
Les Blacklocks have been
out about Microphor low
crophor units use only two
Coast Guard, Environmenta'
pit and fireplace. All major rooms, including the master
using a Microphor low flush
fhish toilets. A Microphor
quarts—a savings of 90 perProtection AgencY- and the
bedroom, face onto.a wrap-around rear deck with access from
toilet in their home for nearly
unit was installed and the
Associations of American
cent.
the eat-in kitchen, living and dining rooms. For more infortwo years.
system has performed perThe company's patented
Railroads.
mation write-enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
fectly throughout a busy
toilet *represents a revolution
There has been an acute
envelope-to architect Jerold L. Axelrod. 275 Broad Hollow
summer. "The toilet comin sewage treatment and
water
shortage
in
the
area,
Road, Melville, N.Y., 11 746.
pletely eliminated our -difwater conservation. It com- and the Blacklocks
have to
ficulties with the septic sysbines practical economics
pump their own."Microphor
Compact modules
tem," says Paul Bothwell.
while contributing to a
lets us do the laundry and
'tlfaner envirorunern.
dishes, and use plenty of
"At-the same tlme,1t his
Microphor's water saving
So instead of stringing the
bathroom water while reducgreatly reduced the pollution
arithmetic is simple. EPA
solar system from attic to
ing our water usage substanpotential
from
our
older
seplists tOile(S as using 45 perCuriously, Pennsylvania is
basement,these modules can
tially," Les says. "Because.
tic system, a problem which
quote prices ranging from 1400
where many samplers are
cent of the water in a typical
be laid out on a roof like:
there's
no
water
-4s
tank-.
serious
-around heavily deto $1,500.
found, particularly in Chester
residence—baths and showlinoleum tiles on a kitchen
they're streamlined
veloped lake and resort areas
Kapnek says he does not phut
County, accordinglo Kapnek.
ers use 30 percent, kitchens pearance. 'They'r in apfloor.
e
like this."
to lend his collection for future
quiet:
"A lot of them were done by
take six; drinking water five
The "Solar Diode" is four
exhibitions elsewhere.
MicrdAhor units are also
Quakers and have ribbon borand laundry four. But Mi- with a flush cycle that lasts
feet wide, eight feet long and
being used-ia, public areas,
''It's too much responsibility-.
ders," he says. "The Pennsyljust
seosinds
:
14
,"
he
adds.
-orophar • s- imp:art
about ten inches thick. Inside
to move them," he says.
such is roadside rest stops,
vania ones are usually disThe PaurBothviell family
water conservation moveeach one is a complete solar
Little did one Mary Miller ancamps,
tinguished by green lawns with
and
parks.
Fairfield
of
.
C'onnect
In
picicut, has
ment means toilets use only
heating system: collectors,
ticipate nearly 200 years ago
sheep or ducks in the backturesque Carmel on the
a summer home in New
4.5 percent of household
storage, Controls, heat exthat her remarks could remain
ground."
Californ
ia
coast,
Hampshi
four stainre that was built in
• water instead of 45.
for posterity - changers and ducting.
Kapnek's
One of Kapnek's unique finds
less steel Microphor toilets
1940. It has a septic syStem of
The low flush toilet's
walls:
was a sampler depicting a
are
In spite of having all these
currentl
y in use at Carmel
compara
ble
age.
the.famAs
.
'"This work My Friend in
woman surrounded by inunique difference is provided ily grew and began
features, a module will cost
Beach.The beach, located at
bringing
Hand May Have
tricately wrought crewel emby n un-seen air compress- more and more guests to
the intersection of Ocean
about the same as a conventhe
When I am dead and laid in
broidery - except that the face
or, imilar to those used in
Avenue and Del Mar, is a
tional collector. Cost savings
vacation' house, the septic
Grave
was paipled on paper, an unexspra painting operations. A system became unequal
result because the units can
popular stop for tourists.
to
The greedy worms my body
pLaineddeparture from needlesmall 4- boost moves -waste the demand. "No-flush
be installed easily and beDuring the summer season,
"
eat
worlf.0
matte hrough the drain after weekends became _comcause they eliminate the
city officials installed portYet you may read my name'
-We finally found it was clone
each flu'sti The toilet looks monplace. Because of itk
added cost of storage and
able toilets due to a severe,
compleat."
in Lancaster, Mass.," Kapnek
like a standard unit but has no lakeside location and the
water shortage -in the area.
controls.
said. "We had supposed it
came from Lancaster, Pa.; we
didn't even know there was a
Lancaster in Massachusetts.
"But we did genealogy on it
as we do on the backgrounds of
all the girls and get to know
their families."
In his search for samplers,
Ktipnek says, he looks for ones
(hat are dated and signed.
"We have to know who did
them and when. They can't be
too faded, and the color has to
be reasonably good. Sometimes
they are fairly faded but we
have been able to recondition
them. We vacuum them and go
over them with certain chemicals. A young woman at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art supervises them."
As one .of the nation's first
and foremost collectors of
samplers, Kapnek has seen "a
great upsurge in interest in the
past five or 10 years. Families
are taking a second look at
them and there has been a tremendous rise in price."
Several dealers in New York
—1
t

•
S
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Needle Workers Adopt Nostalgia
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Q. - One of the floors in our
house is painted. I would like to
remove the paint, but don't like
the idea of using a paint remover for such a large area. I
have a belt sander. Will that
take off the paint?

Q.- What type of baseboard
molding would you recommend
to harmonize with speckled vinyl tiles I intend to put down in
my kitchen? Would light or
dark wood molding be better?

St

•-•

A
Most restrictions of this
kind are regulated by local ordinances Therefore, check with
local authorities. An educated
guess is that you will not be
allowed to handle the project.
Hosetver, there are some communities which will permit you
to make the installation but require a final inspection by one
of their electrical inspectors.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
•

•it
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By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsfeatures
.-.Tng vogue of nostalgia is
being nurtured still further by
needlework enthusiasts:
They're turning -beet 1ff time'
to pay homage to some of the
earliest examples of needlework in this country - the
.-aasnplers stitched by young.
of the 17th, 18th and 19th
'centuries.
Serving not only as a device
to demonstrate a beginner's
skill in needlepoint, the sampler was used as a tool of learning to help youngsters memorize the alphabet and numbers.
• Eventually,
sewing
the
evolved into a rather simplistic
art form, as is shown in a recent exhibition at the'Museum
of American Folk Art in New
York City. It attracted throngs
fascinated ley she variety of intricate stitches - satin, cross,
double-running eyelet, detached
eyelet, the long-armed cross
stitch, the Montenegrin Cross,
and the tent and Gobelia,
among many.
As the young • women of the
Colonial period mastered lettern g and numbers, they
branched out into versifying
and portrayals of churches,
homes, biblical characters and
pastoral scenes.
"The samplers became more
than just a tool of learning,"
says Lane Maurer, a museum
guide.: "In the 1600s, samplers
were narrow and could be
rolled up and put into one's
pocket. In the middle of the
18th century, the samplers became more pictorial. Adam and
Eve were popular designs.''
Tributes to parents and religious themes, especially those
pertaining to death, predominated among the sentiments expressed.
An example is one stitched in
1826 by Diana Paine of StockCUSTOM
3L1 I LT

ON THE A'')
i

44HOUSE

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Some suggestions from readers
•
"For years I had the problem
of my children tracking mud
all over the house after they
had played outside. My husband told me about the upsidedown brushes they have at golf
courses for the golfers to remove the mud from their
spiked shoes. I had him buy
one of them he had to go to a
wholesale sporting-goods store)
and attach it to the front porch
outside the door. Now everyone
rubs the bottoms of his shoes
on it before entering the house
- and no more mud problem
lithe regular golf brushes are
not available, an ordinary

TC4c.N
CA_BiNc.11
- IN`

Onunrs
C LJ

bridge, Mass. It said:
"Dear Lord, protect the female heart
From every vice and treacherous art
And while she labors to improve
0, may she feel thy grace
and love
Preserve her soul from sin
and shame
And in thy book enroll her
name."
Another was written in 1832
by Mary Ann Barton ad .Pennsylvania:
"May I with innocence and
peace
My tranquil moments spend
And when the tides of life
shall cease
With calmness meet my
end."
Nearly all of the 120 samplers
exhibited came from the collection of Theodore H. Kapnek,
board chairman of the Apex Finance Corporation, headquartered in Philadelphia. •
We have always been interested in antiquities," he said,
"and first started collecting
samplers to hang over them."
Kapnek 'says the oldest
sampler in his collection dates
back to 1677.
-It's credited to Sarah Stone
of Salem, Mass.," he said,
"and it's one of the most important.
"Then we have products of
the Mary Balch school which
are some of the finest done in
the 18th century. The teacher
there was one of the greatest at
needlework in the country.
They are very distinguishable. You get to see colonial figures, two tiers and two
houses on the lower section and
there's always a vase at each
end of the sampler."
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scrubbing brush, attached upside down, would probably do
just as well."
"It is sometimes difficult to
get the dirt from the bottom of
a flower vase. A simple solution is to mix equal parts- of
water and vinegar and let it remain in the vase overnight. A
thorough rinsing the next day
will clean the entire inside of
the vase. Of course, be sure to
remove the flowers from the
vase before giving it the treatment, as I am not certain what
the vinegar would do to the
flowers"
•
"I once read in your column
that re-silvering a mirror is not
a job for the amateur because
of the strong chemicals that
must be used. I agree with you,
but have some advice if there
are only small scratches that
must be repaired. If you put
aluminum foil in the area behind the scratches, they will be
"'less conspicuous and in some
cases almost invisible."
"Once a can of oil paint has
been opened and part of it
used, the remainder gets a
skin-like covering on it after a
period of time no matter how
tightly you have closed the can.
I find that one way to prevent
the formation of this skin is to
pour a few drops of turpentine
into the can just before you'
close it, seal Ine cover as best
you can, then store the paint
upside down"
"An electrician came to our
house to put in a new outlet
and gave us is excellent tip
which I would like to pass
along to your readers. He
turned on one of the lamps,
then took a cloth out of tea bag.
He turned off the light, then
wiped the bulb quickly with the
cloth He showed me how much
dust had come off on the rag,
then puinted out that the dust
was cutting the light by about
25 pereent

During Mark Twain's days as a newspaperman, he was editor of
a small Missouri paper. One day he received a letter from a subscriber,
stating that he had found a spider in his paper, and asked
c/

if this was an omen of good or bad luck.
Twain replied: "Finding a spider in your paper is neither

good nor bail luck. The spider was merely looking over our paper
•
to see,which merchant was not advertising so that he could
go to that store, spin his* tkeb across the door, and lead
d

life of undisturbed peace ever afterward."

Milierray Ledger & Times
will keep the spider away from your door
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Cause Of Death Of Inmate Crossword Puzzler
MOM 01300 020
At Eddyville Is Unknown
MOE M3AM OW
no mos
EODYVILLE, Ky. (Al') —
Officials say it may be two
weeks before the cause of the
death of a state penitentiary
inmate is known.
The inmate died Monday
after suffering an apparent
seizure, a prison officer said.
Capt. 'William Henderson,
duty officer at the maximum
security facility at Eddyville,
said A.C. Royce, 27, "was
thought to a be having an
epileptic seizure" at about
3:20 a.m.CST.
Preparations were made to
take Royce to the Caldwell

I'D MAKE A TERRIBLE
PSYCHOLOGIST...I
ALWAq5 LAUGH!

said, but he died before being
transported.
Deputy
Lyon
County
Coroner Larry Oliver took the
body to Western Baptist
Hospital where an autopsy
was performed Monday afternoon.
Oliver said further tests
were scheduled and an official
finding on the cause of death
probably would not be
available for two weeks.
According to Henderson,
Royce was serving a 10-year
term from Harlan County for
manslaughter and firstdegree robbery.

County Hospital, Henderson
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Meeting Death
With Dignity

C 1979 Unned Featut• Syndicate, Inc.

DEAR Alig.y.61-vrant to thank you for the most wonderful
present I have ever received. Because of an item in your
column last year, I sent for "The Living Will." Now I have
peace of mind, knowing that if my husband.or I should ever
become terminally ill, our loved ones will neVer have to
watch us die slow and agonizing deaths as some we have
witnessed.
- I saw my handsome,6-foot, 200-pound father waste away
-- to an 88-pound skeleton after fighting a two-year battle with
cancer. The doctors told us it was hopeless, yet kept that

poor dear man alive month after month with transfusions,
tubes, needles and drugs, while he prayed to God to take
him.
Abby, you would do millions of readers a priceless service
by acquainting them with

BEETLE BAILEY
15 YOUR
NAME

YOU WON THE
LOTTERY

BAILEY?

THE "WHO SETS K.R
IN PLACE OF THE GUY
WHO GUPPENLY GOT:—
SICK" LOTTERY

WiT
LOTTERY?

PIP YOU EVER HEAR

MY IMPERSONAT/ON
OF GEN. HALFTRACK?'

•

The Living Will" as you did me.

GRATEFUL IN JOLIET,ILL.

-

• DEAR GRATEFUL:Thank you for giving me this opportunity to publicize "The Living Will"_ g!• _ reads as
MAY FAMILX...M.X.PHYSICIAN, MY LAWYER
AND ALL OTHERS WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Death is as much a reality as birth, growth, maturity and
old age—ft is the one certainty of life. If the time comes
when I can no longer take part in decisions for my own
future, let this statement stand as an expression -of my
wishes and directions, while 1 am still of sound mind.
If at such a dam the situation should arise in which there
is no rerasisnabIe expectation of my recovery from extreme
physical or mental disability, I direct that I- be allowed to die
and not be kept alive by medications, artificial means or
"heroic measures." I do, however, ask that medication be
mercifully administered to me to alleviate suffering even
though this may shorten my remaining life.
This statement is made after careful consideration and is
in accordance with my strong convictions and beliefs. I want
the wishes and directions here expressed carried out to the
extent permitted by law. Insofar as they are not legally enforceable, I hope that those to whom this Will is addressed
will regard themselves as morally bound by these provisions.
Signed
Date
Witness
Witness
Copies of this request have been gives to

I-2-

BLUM
THE FASHIONS
71-IIRTY YEARS or
-70
ARE RETURNIp

12 YEAH—HE'D KICK
MY REAT PLEAT RIGHTOFF
MY ZEAT SEAT!

AT'
TI-4I5 BO)( IS
EMPTY

ITS A SPECIAL
GRAB BAG
*i OFFER

TOO

WELL,WHAT'D YOU
EXPECT POR
NOTHING')

The Living Will can be obtained by writing to:
Concern For Dying
250 West 57th St.
New York, N. Y. 10019
To date, over two million "Living Will" have been
distributed. Yes, I have signed one. I requested six copies
and enclosed my check for 10$ to cover cost of documents
and mailing, lit is tax deductible.I
If you send for "The Living Will," please be patient. I
•-promise your request will not be overlooked. Be sure to
enclose your name and address, clearly written.
The document is free but this is a non-profit organization,
• no all donations are gratefully accepted.
One woman requested eight copies and enclosed her
check for $500 saying, "This is the most marvelous thing
I've ever heard of." 1 agree.
P.S. If you or your lawyer have any questions concerning
the legality of "The Living Will," please write to Concern
For Dying, same address as above.

Crossword Puzzler
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1 Warmth
5 Den
9 Cut
12 At a distance
13 Competent
14 Beverage
15 Belts
17 French arti-
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18 Nothing
19 Greek letter
21 Licit
.743 Fuse •
Y7 Note of
scale
28 Fasten
29 Cover .
31 Speck
34 Exists
35 Math term
38 Proceed
39 Wager
41 Union org.
•
42 Rips
44 Near
46 Swells
48 Domiciles
51 Satiate
52 Harem room
53 Supposition
55 Patterns
59 Yellow
ocher
60 Head part
62 S-shaped
molding63 Compass-pi.
64 Mix
65 Soft drink
DOWN
I Possesses
2 Newt
3 Swiss :iver
4 FolloAJd
5 Endures
Hebrew
month

7 Sick
8 Spool
9 Suspended
10 Lamb's pen
name
11 Hale
16 Of verse
20 Deeds
22 Interiktron
23 Baby's bed
24 French river
25 St
26 Dawn goddess ••
30 Vegetable
32 Monster
33 Hurt
36 Contend
37 Altar screen
40 Mexican
dish
43 Symbol for
silver
45 Symbol for
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measure
1 Consumed
8 Roman
6 Attain
bronze
11 Hat
0E0
9 Coagulate
12 Egg dish
14 Conninction 10 Demigods
11 Glue
15 Edges
13 Doctrine
17 Painful
16 Quarrel
18 As written
19 Winged
Mus
21 Protective
20 Repulse
shield
23 Style
22 Paths
24 Tissue
25 Stage whis26 Epics
per
28 Want ad
27 Pits
abbr
41 Boxes
30 Redacts
54 Weight of I.
29 Expunge
44 Elevate
32 Exalt
dia
31 Smallest
47 Danish is57 Symbol for
33 Rip or neap 34 Resound
land
36 Search
cerium
35 Trade
49 Nerve net.37 Rue
58 Pronoun
36 Forecast
work
38 Narrate
60 Three-toed
39 Cleansers
40 Wig
52 Tear
sloth
42 Note of
scale
43 Air
45 Walk
46 F.D.R.
Agcy.
48— energy
16
50 Time period
51 Beverage
53 Rests
55 Chaldean
City
56 Adorn
59 Cuts of meat
61 Pith helmet
62 Weird
DOWN
1 —.egg
2 Article
3 Sailor
4 Arab chief
5 Titles
6 Artificial
language
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1. LEGAL NOTICE

1. LEGAL NOTICE

ADVANCE PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF INTENT°
Y THE COUNTY OF CALLOWAY TO FILE A COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT SMALL
CITIES PREAPPLICATION UNDER PROVISIONS
OF TITLE I OF THE HOUSING 8g COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1974, AS AMENDED.
The primary goal of the Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) program is the development of
viable communities through the provition of decent
housing, economic opportunities and a suitable living
environment principally for persons of low and
oderate incomes. In order to achieve this goal, the
S.Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD)makes available 100% grants on a competitive
basis to cities of under 50,000 population and rural
counties throughout Kentucky.
Pursuant to 24CFR 570.431 and the County of
Calloway's desire to inform all interested citizens of
the opportunity which exists for participation in the
formulation and subsequent finalization of a preapplication request to HUD, public hearings are
schedured for 7:30-p.m., Jan. 3, 1979, Dexter corn
munity center and 7:30 p.m., Jan. 17, 1979, Dexter community center.
Activities which may be undertaken with CDBG
financial support are wide ranging In nature but mutt
be consistent with one or more of the following
program objectives: (1) support realistic and attainable strategies for expanding low and moderate income housing opportunities; (2) promote deconcentration of lower-income housing; (3) promote more
rational land use; (4) provide increased economic opportunities for low and moderate income persons;()
correct deficiencies in public facilities which affect the
public health or safety,especially of low and moderate
income persons. Further details concerning specific
eligible activities will be discussed upon request at the
forthcoming public hearings.
There are two separate grant programs provided by
CDBG Small Cities Federal regulations - Single Purpose and Comprehensive. A Single Purpose program
will provide funds for one or more projects designed to
meet a specific community development need in the
areas of housing, deficiencies in public facilities which
affect the public health and safety, or economic conditions. A Comprehensive program must meet all of
the following Priteria: (1) address a substantial portion
of the Wert:Liable community development needs
within a defined concentrated area': (2) involve two or
more activities that bear a relationship to each other
and which either in tertn.s of support or necessity are
carried out in a coordinated manner; (3) have
beneficial impact within a reasonable period of time;
(4) be developed through assessment of the applicant's
community development, housing, and econofnic
needs.
The Area Office of HUD has established for Fiscal
Year 1979 maximum grant amount of $500,000.00 for
Single Purpose programs and $1,000,000.00 for Comprehensive programs.
Citizens are encouraged to offer suggestions and
proposals concerning potential CDBG activities and
krojects for Dexter/Almo. Written proposals will be
Fccepted before Jan. 24, 1979. Please forward to: Gale
Readel, Calloway County Judge Ex. Office, P. 0. Box
Murray, Ky. 42071, 753-0799. Proposals will be
r
.ed to within 15 working days of receipt by the
coun
I program information, including a sumAd
;nary
CDBG Small Cities Program, March I,
• 11 Cities Program Federal regulations,
1978 CD
and ac
participation plan are available for public
inspection during the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
at:Calloway County Judge Ex. office, P. 0, Box 350,
Murray,Ky.42071,753.0799,
2. NOTICE

FOR —1NATK i NS

Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S
13th., phone 753-3128.
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years. we
..can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753 8298. We copy and restore
old photographs.

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools

442-9747
CARTER
STUDIO
•Weddings
•Portroits
153-8299

0

1 NOTICE

DO .YOU REALLY
UNDERSTAND THE
HOLY SPIRIT? CALL
759-4444 AND ASK
FOR TAPES 041 AND
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
custom made picture frames or,
and mirrors: Storm windows 1,"
and doors repaired Glass
table tops and shelves.
Shower doors and patio
doors Store front work and
Plexsolass and window glass
replaced M & G GLASS, 816
Coldwater Rd,./.53 0180..
•
YOUR NEED hour concern. ..;
NEEDLINE. 753-6333

Paducah,ly.

• PHOTOGRAPHIC

V
.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
kAsperwt,,,,v
Starks Nardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
--FREE PARKING'

noires wiem-sinne

••••..
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S. LOST & FOUND
FOUND: LONG
haired
female
cat.
Panorama
Shores area. Describe to
- claim. Call 436-2603.
LOST: OLD English Sheep
- dog in Panorama Shores
,. area. Weighs 85 pounds and
answers to the name of
' Winston. Reward. Call 436
3659_anytime.

ht of
301 for
Dun
e-toed

.
77111

41

LOST: RED tick hound, west
of Puryear. Call 247-554
anytime Or 753-7777 collect
after 4 pm.
6. HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.
FULL TIME and part time
help for day shifts and night
shifts. No phone calls please
Burger Queen, Murray.
HELP WANTED, for two
Representatives to represent
large Kentucky Corporation.
We have been located in your
area for more than thirty
years.
Over
age
21,
minimum
high
school
graduate, three month initial
training program. Excellent
fringe benefits. No overnight
travel. If you feel you
qualify,
call
247-6867,
Mayfield, Monday through
Friday,8:30 am to 4 pm.
HELP
WANTED. Car
penter's helper. $A per hour.
cash. Call 753-8549.
TEXAS REFINERY Corp
offers plenty of money plus
cash bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature individual in
Murray area. Regardless of
experience, write H.J. Pate,
President, Texas Refinery
Corp., Box 711, Fort Worth,
TX. 76101.
USED CAR dealer needs
good detail man. Call collect
(504) 924-6203.

4. HELP WANTED

43. RE AL ESTATE

IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SAL*: Fisher baby
bear Wood burning stOve.
One year old. 753-9660.
FOR SALE: 1963 six cylinder
Chevrolet motor Call after 5
PM, 436-5651

WAITRESS WANTED from
5 30 am to 1:00 pm. Apply at
Sou thside R
rant.
WANTED NIGI4T manager
and day cook for Hickory Hut
Barbeque 7534370
WOMAN TO do alterations
Apply in person. No phone
calls please. Murray Toiler
Shop.
F111 SALE
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
portable dishWhits
EXPERIENCED DAY care
washer made by leper
teacher, wants to keep A
preschoolers. Home en
I. geed **edifies,
viroment provided
Inter
S11111. Call 753-5322 afviews arranged on Saturdays. Call 753 2896 Monday
ter 4118 p.m.
through Friday
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
FOR
Carson's
SALE:
Grocery store, good location
in Kirksey. For information 16. HOME FURNISHINGS
call 489.2519 and leave your
phone number.
Used Furniture
TRAVEL AGENT wanted.
opportunity
Exciting
for
Used Appliances
travel agent with experience
.12-3C 0 1978 united Feature Syndicate Inc
Used IA.':
needed to open agency in
Mayfield area. Must satisfy
ACT requirements. Liberal
205 So. 5th
benefits
with
salary
negotiable. Apply to P.O.
Box 381, Mayfield, KY 42066.
All resumes Mil be highly 17. VACUUM CLEANERS ...ED
ELECTROLUX Sales and
confidential.
Service in Paducah call 1 - OR
4.4.3-6469.In Murray call Tony
12. INSURANCE
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
Montgomery 753 6760.
43. REAL ESTATE
ROOM FOR RENT in large COUNTRY :AtR and sun18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE: Used Singer house, fully furnished in shine. If it is country living
We ore now writing insistence
sewing machine, zigzag, all ctuding washer and dryer. 2 you are looking for, let us
blocks from University. $65 show you this 55 acre farm, a
regular attachments, sews
on mobile homes, with 3 WC
per month, all utilities fur- beautiful building spot to
perfect, fully guarenteed,
ferent coinpenies. For but
build your dream house, 2
full cash price, 539.50. -Call nished. 436-2411.
retes contoct Wilson Inacres of bottom land. We also
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
Martha Hopper,354-6521.
surance and lord Estate, 302
have a farm that has
EXTREMELY
NICE. 3
30. SPORTS EQUIP.
N. 12tt • 753-3263.
bedroom house for rent, 1 everything you want, corn,
12 GAUGE REMINGTON, bath,
bins, daik fired and
grain
nice swimming pool,
1100, 3 inch magnum. Call
immediate occupancy. 753- burley tobacco, creek, $650
14. WANT TO BUY
753-6468.
per acre. Do you want to see
6086 or 502.965-2215.
WANT TO BUY good used
for yourself? Call now! 75322. AWSICAL
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 1492, offered by LORETTA
moble homes. Call 502-527house in city limits, deposit JOBS REALTORS.
1362.
SALE: Used high I and refrences required. Call
753-9924 after 3:30 pm.
back piano. Approx.60
FOR RENT: 4 room house,
bath, couples only, deposit,
years old, in good con$95 per month. 492-8360.
FREE
dition, needs tuning,
'TWO BEDROOM house in
$150. Call 753-5322 afDexter for rent. Stove and
refrigerator furnished, gas
ter 4:00p.m.
heat. 753 4661

1

Hodge & Son, Inc.

20 MILE
DELIVEO,
753-0984

CONN TRUMPET and Case 36. RENT OR LEASE
for sale, excellent condition.
Priced to sell. Call 753 0806
23. EXTERMINATING
Mini
Warehouse

x 60. Buy the begin(' leu.

q T iiri'

2,51.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

lass,
n
i
,
1,71e% '
lows

Ives. ....2
8atid
and •-•.. .
;lass 1::
, 816 -ft,
....
_ .....
:ern. .-

Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in er Batts
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
*Free Estimates.
Phone 753-6403 or 753-1791

.

Kelley's Termite
& Pe,e.Control
24. MISCELLANEOUS
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guaranteed, $22.88, 36 month
-guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.99
and 60 month gauranteed,
534.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
FIREWOOD,
mostly
hickory. Cutting near New
Concord.$17.50 e rick and up.
Catt 437-4228.
ROCKWELL ELECTRIC
miter saw. New, in box. 7533129.
SALE: SKILL SAWS, model
538, 1.5 hp, 71,11 inch blade,
$29.99, model 574, 13
/
4 hp, 74/4
inch blade, $34.99. model 559
/
4 inch
ball bearing, 2 hp, 73
blade, S49.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.

Barry Rose
Insulation Co.
-

When it comes
to selling homes,
we're tops.
If you're thinking of selling your home, let our
real estate professionals save you time.
money and headaches

GUY SPANN REALTY
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Guy Spann 753.2587

Louise Baker 753-2409
T.C. Collie 753.5122 In

ADORABLE,
AFFORDABLE . AND
AVAILABLE - tinpiediate occupancy on
thieenergy-efficient,

Storage Space
For Rent

tri-level home with
central
gas heat,

753-4758

fireplace in den, and
attractive corner lot
/Ocatiori on
quiet
residential street. Lots
of home for the money.

WI. RESS.SUP PL

SUDSBURY
PARK
Dog grooming, located
in Murray. Call 7594140, Monday through
Friday, 9 till 5.

TREEIN WALKER Hound
pups for sale. 3 months old.
Excellent blood line. UKC
registered. Phone 436-5650.
41. PUBLIC SALES
RUMAGE SALE. Tuesday
through Sunday on 444 East
of New Concord, second
gravel road on the left, 1 mile
to brick house.

43. REAL ESTATE
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas,
furnished, very nice. 753-4074
or 753- 1877.
1968,12' X 55' mobile home.2.
bedrooms, underpinned
Located
Fox
Meadow%
trailer court. 753-4587.
1974
12'
X 60' TWO
BEDROOM
trailer, all
electric, furnished, central
air, underpinned and storage
Sell Year Fare
building. Located at -Fox
through KOPPERUD
Meadows Trailer Courts.
CAII 247-7386 after 4 pm.
REALTY, 711 Main.
21. HEATING & COOLING
We have had many
SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
Inquiries regarding all
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
types of farm land and
lined, cast iron doors annd
acreage tracts. If you
grates
Complete
with
blower, $299.99. Wallin
have
a
farm
or
Hardware in Paris. TN
acreage tract to sell,
30. BUS. RENTALS
.
contact us at 753-1222
SHOPPING CENTER next
Also if you have been
to Murray State University
wanting to purchase
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
acreage,contact us for
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
an update on properafter 5 pm.
ties listed for sale in
32. APTS. FOR RENT
Calloway County. We
FOR RENT
Furnished
apartment in New Concord.
at
KOPPERUD
$60 per month. Call 436-2427.
REALTY provide a
TWO
BEDROOM,
uncomplete range of
furnished apartmitnt.
Real Estate Service.
Appliances are furnished.
Call after 4:30 pm,753-3465 Or
Phone us today.
759 1233

NOTICE

Priced in the $50's.'
PHONE KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222. We
are members of the
Multiple Listing Service.
FIVE ACRES inside cify
limits. Ideal for commercial
or apartment project. If you
have been thinking about a
business project and you
need land, this is ideal. The
cost of Mls property is less
than some commerical Ws
Call the NELSON SHROAT
CO., REALTORS. 759-1707.

iwn044.
BOYD-MAJORS

REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Sen,ices
With I ht ..endh Touch

BRAND NEW . . . 4
BR. 216 bath quality
home, w/2,900 sq.
Many
distinctive
features
including
fireplace w/heatolator, wet bar, compactor,
plush
carpeting,
sewing/hobby
rm.
Large Lot - Double
Garage
w/paved
drive. Call Us Today!
Boyd Majors Real

JOIN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR

.

PARKER
FORD

bedrooms,SW*,den
with fireplace. Double
paved drive, large
patio. Has washer
dryer
hook-up,
disposal,built in range
and ref. Priced at
$49,000.00.
280 hums, Wks view le Late
-p- Way Shores. Diablo lot,
Motto boy Heis bons far
$10,000. Cal 753-3263.
Waves Wilma 753-5411,6
Tow lioradoo 7534974
Staley WINord 753-3043
Ales aleLopil 753-1S75
753-3263
1211i Shoat

KOPPERUD
Reeky
753-1222

"Pursirlaality
Choice 3 bedroom, 2
bath home that is
"neat as a pin" inside
and out. Excellent
well-built older home
that has been comredecorated
pletely
renovated.
and
Located in a quiet
neighresidential
borhood. Priced to sell
fast at only $25,000.
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222 for
courteous and competent real estate service.

$uo
A house

For hespital

calls please call

753-3685 one

day in advance.

APPROXIMATELY
50
acres, Tennessee side of the
state line road, two mites
west of Hazel. Level, rich
beautiful farm. Good well,
electric pump, small farm
house with bath. Small tract
under
balance
timer
cultivatin. This is a once in a
an0
lifetime opportunity
won't last long. Immediate
possession. Rex Jones, 316
Colonial Road, Knoxville, TN
37920. Phone (615) 577-1836.
49. USED CARS
1973 AUDI, 1-door, AM-FM,
sun roof, automatic, new
radials, good condition.
$1695. Call 1-901-593-3907, Big
Sandy, TN.
DART.
DODGE
1965
motor. Very
Excellent
resonable price. Call 7537699
1977 DODGE SPORTSMAN
Van, clean as new, beautiful
brown and white with all
extras. Call 759-1140. 1971 FORD LTD,4-door, H.T.
automatic, double power and
air. S1600. 1967 Buick
LeSabre, 4-door, good condition. $1350. Phone 1-3546217.

ROOM TO ROAM
New listing in Canterbury Estates. Four
bedroom, 2114 baths, den with lovely fireplace
and built-in bookcases, and much, much more.
Phone us for all the details.

.01re
743-1441

House, garden, auto, sewer, power and concrete tools
and etc.

Phone
753-5351

753-5703

Police
753-1621

- 802 N 18th Street Murray

Free Termite Inspection
RoacheS,

Poison
Control
Center

753-7588

Silver Fish di Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100S. 13th St.
Murray, Ky

753-3914

Quality Service
Company
'.par

t',

Modern Sheet Metal
& Service Departments

753-9290

MAGIC

NAT
Sweeping in the
fine old tradition

Chimney

There's

Charles E. Hale
Property Valuation Adm.
Calloway County

etia

Hinman's Rentals

6 a m Midnight
7 Days A Week

a formal
dining rm., kitchen
cabinets,
w/ample
family rm., full
basement. Located in
PRICED
Kirksey.
RIGHT' MID 30's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 106 N. 12th St.

.Saturclay 7:30 Ill 5:00
Imo SMAVI 51.23

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

NEWLY LISTED. . . 4
bedroom B.V. home
with chunney that is
by
newly cleaned
sweep.
chimney

Closed All Day Wed.

NEW OFFICE NOUNS

45. FARMS FOR SALE
17 ACRES of beautifully
wooded land near Kentucky
Lake. Less then $900 per
acre. DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR 753-4342.
30 ACRES GOOD productive
farm land. Long highway
frontage with good building
sights 8 miles southwest of
Murray. 492-8502 after 6 pm.

Radio Cab
Company

Protecuunal Serwes
With The F needy Touch"

NORIBINKLE.BARBER SHOP
1,09 Walnut Street

Dial-A-Service

Owner
DEAL!!
LETS
leaving town wants quick
sale. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
(one has soriken tub), all
furniture and appliances
stay. Close to the lake, priced
in the teens Call and lets
deal today Call 753-1492 or
753.2249,
offered
by
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS

The property assessment books will be open to
list taxable property for the 1979 tax year
beginning January 3, 1979, and extending thru
March 1, 1979.
The office of the property valuation _ administrator is located on the first floor of the
court house. The telephone number is 753-3482.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

Estate,106 N.12th St.

Waldrop Reelfi
In Business
Since 195E,"
753-5646

49, USED CARS

S3 SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum Siding,
gutters, and rooting. CaN
395 4167 or 1-362-4895.
CONCRETES BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements.
driveways, walks, patios,
80
753-0101 753 7531
steps, free estimates. 7S3REAL ESTATE
5476
753-8080
CARPENTER WORK, small
or large jobs. Call 437-460
Professions I Servbcto
and if no answer, 437-4670.
*Utley Auction &
Wan Tbe Friendly Tow*"
CARPET CLEANING, at
Realty Sales
reasonable rates. Prompt
COL IOW UMW
A POSSIBLE DREAM
1973 HONDA
automatic, and efficient service. Custom
A octioneer Realtor$1700 Or best offer. Call 753- Carpet Care,489.2774.
Longing for a cowsAppraiser
6531 or 759.1155.
Ph 901i-094M 479-3313
EXPERIENCED
CAR.
try boa* nestled in a
1972 MUSTANG. Silver, low PENTER will do carpentry
South Fulton Tenn
private wooded site?
mileage. Excellent con
or roofing. Free estimantes
dition. 753-9624.
See this newly listed 3
Call 739-1405 or 437-4351.
mobile
BEDROOM
TWO
Br. 2 bath mobile
home on V2 acre lot located 2 1972 OLDSMOBILE. LIKE FENCE SALES at Sears
new,
no rust, clean, loaded now. Call Sears 753.2310 for
miles southeast of Murray.
house with central
with extrag,753-1261.
free estimates fOr your
Includes 2 car garage, paved
& air on 2 acres
needs.
drive, tool shed, fire place,
on Hwy. 91 E. not far
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
central heat and air and
Sears continuous gutters
more. Will finance. Call 753from • lake. ONLY
your
per
installed
E055.
812,900 - DON'T
'78 COIRIAll 111
specifications Call Sears
estimates.
for
free
753-2310
wets
a
irivirs broad ainr, he
DELAY! Boyd Majors
aim isolool wilt ernes,
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Real Estate, 105 N.
Sears, save on these high
comfort somos, still be
12th
heating and cooling bills
. WW mil or trod.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
Southsodo Court Square
USU.
estimates.
Murray,!footway
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
Rustic Lots Atorosplioriti
"
753-4451
and gas installation, will do
liore's We bons that lots
Plumbing, heating and sewer
1111PW!..
Your Volume Dealer
Tao pot my from ltd. A 3
cleaning. Call 7531203.
753-6273
OR, 2 butt Ms Method for
LICENSED ELECTRIC1,V1,
few* Ivies. Spacious dmprompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White,753-0605.
stirs oroo csambiaos Weiss,
1973 PLYMOUTH CUSTOM
dim* am wed preal
Suburban statlonwagon. One PIANO TUNING and repair.
wilt freak& firopisco. Owly
owner. Power and air, cruise Call Joe Jackson 753-7149
control, excellent condition. after 6 pm.
wiaistoi hometown. $47ANL
ROOFING, . excellent
$1050. Call 489-2595.
Jobe Sat i. lealter
Call 753-1466
1978 REGAL. 14,000 miles, references.
power, air, tilt, AM-FM between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
stereo tape player, excellent ask for Shelley.
condition. Best reasonable TREE TRIMMING and
removal. Free estimates.
offer. 247-2632.
Call after 5 pm,436-2294
RCALTUR
SO. USED TRUCKS
BASEMENT? We
1972 MODEL CHEYNE WET
delt.rxe Chevrolet 1,..2 ton make wet basements dry,
guarancompletely
work
pickup truck. One owner, full
power with air, in perfect teed..Call or write Morgan
FIRST TIME in Murray'
conditicin. Can be seen at 641 Construction Co., Route 2,
Free moving van for local
Super Shell, S 12th St. across Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
moves. Courtesy moving van
42001, or call day or night, 1South 12th at Ss,censor*
_ from Jerry's Restaurant.
is available for our clients.
4.42.7026.
List with us, purchase with
51. CAMPERS
TELEPHONE 753-1051
56. FREE COLUMN
us
We really move our
FOR SALE. Avion travel
sales! For information call
trailer. 25 ft. 1968 model. FREE: BLACK and white
This
is
the
kind
of
753-1497,
offered
by
Good condition. AC, stereo, male kitten, 5 months old,
LORETTA
JO BS- -- home you would be
tape deck Call 354-6561 after housebroken. 753-3994,
evenings.
REALTORS.
proud of. Located at
6 pm
1302
Kirkwood, 3

"THI5 LETTER TO THE EDITOR NI
COMPOSEPLHOW SHALL I SIGN IT,
UP TAXPAYER,IRATE CrflZEN
ousT PLAIN PISGUSTEP

FM

Floored and ready. Ujto 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobile home ad•ons, and patios, or U.
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24

43. REAL ESTATE

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Business 1150-48711

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753_5131

REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

•aoinishing a Repoors
*Custom &NW Furoirurit
•AnrigLit Boss Hardwore
•C ustom th,itt Kitchen
Cobinstt

753-6952

492-8837
Hwy 641 So

Taber's
Body Shop
21 How Wrecker
Service

753-3134
753-61 Ti
1301 (liestnut-Murray
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Deaths and Funerals

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...

Samuel L Goheen's Hollie E. McCallon
Rites Held Sunday Dies Monday With
The graveside services for
Samuel L. Goheen, brother Of Funeral Wednesday
Murrell Goheen of Murray,
were held Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the 23.1-nurighain Cemetery
with Larry Strippy and James
R. Poe officiating.
PallJearers were Ray
Soloman, Troy Truitt,*Hugh
Mathis, Robert Siress, Joe
Cook, and Bill Furrow. The
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, was in charge
of the arrangements.
Mr. Goheen,51, a resident of
Calvert City, died Friday at 5
p.m. at his home. He was a
chemical operator at Pennwalt in Calvert City and-11veteran of World War II.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Sherry Goheen, two
daughters, Mrs. Cyndy
Goheen Johnston- and Miss
Kimberly Lynn Goheen, and
one granddaughter, Melis.sa
Holt Johnston, all of Calvert
City; one sister, Mrs. Mary
Yates, Brownsburg, Ind.; two
brothers, Murrell, Murray,
and Robert,Calvert City.

R.C..Waetjen, Sr.
Diesin Airplane
Crash At Portland

Holhe E. Mc Callon, retired
farmer of the Stella corninunity, died Monday at 9:50
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 86
years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the West Fork
Baptist Church. Born Oct. 21,
1892, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late William
Ts M.eCallon and Genora
Camel' McCallon.
Mr. McCallon was married
on Feb. 2, 1913, to the former
Esther - Nays, who survives.
ge.. was paeceded in death by
One daughter, Miss Clara
Wyvonne McCallon on Sept.
22, 1930, and three sons-Hays
on Aug. 31, 1973, Buel on May
16, 1971, and Hoyt on June 16,
1975.
Survivors include_ his wife;
two sons, James, Murray
Ralph,
Route
7, and
Louisville; three sisters, Mrs.
Clay (Flossie) Smith, Benton
Route 3, Kirksey, Mrs. Joyce
Beach, Kirksey, and Mrs.
Paul(Moyna)Pierce, Kirksey
Route 1; 15 grandchildren; 27
great grandchildren; two
great great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Wayne Carter and the Rev.
Julian Warren officiating.
Miss Carolyn Venable will be
organist.
Pallbearers will be Rob,
Larry, Gerald, Billy, Eddie,
and Joe Pat McCallon, all
grandsons. Burial will follow
in the Goshen Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral-home - after,--2
today(Tuesday).

Raymond C. Waetjen, Sr.,
husband of the late Mrs.
Josephine Cain Waetjen,
formerly of Calloway County,
was killed Thursday in an
airplane crash at Portland,
Oregon. He was 65 years of
age and a resident of Taylor,
Mich.
Reports are that he was
enroute to Portland to visit his
son when the United Airlines
ciirshecrin a residential
section at Portland.
His—wife, Josephine, died
Dec. 13, 1977. He was a
member of St. Jabuts
Lutheran Church, Taylor,
Mich., and was born June 22,
1913, in Minnesota.
Survivors include four sonsLarry Waetjen, Wayne, Mich.,
Dennis Waetjen, Poplar
Leslie Dalton of Murray
Beach, Fla., James Waetjen, Route 4 died Friday at 4:10
Portland, Oregon, and the p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Rev. Raymond Waetjen, County Hospital. He was 67
Denver, Colo.; two step sons, years of age and a retired
Lee Thomas Walters, Detroit, farmer.
Mich., and Kenny Walters,
The Calloway man was a
Taylor, Mich.; one sister, member of the Sinking Spring
Mrs. Rayma Kohaut, and one Baptist Church and of the
Waetjen, Sturdy Soldiers Sunday School
brother,
Roy
Hopkins, Minn.
Class of the same church.
The funeral will be held Born Aug. 29, 1911, in
Thursday at 10 a.m. at the Calloway County, he was the
Coles Camp Ground United son of the late John Dalton and
Methodist Church, Murray, Mary Taylor Dalton.
with the Rev. Fred French
Mr. Dalton is survived by
officiating. Burial will follow his wife, Mrs. Sylvia Dell Key
in the Coles Camp Ground -Dalton, to whom he was
Cemetery.
. married on March 23, 1935;
In charge of the funeral and one daughter, Mn.Benny
burial arrangements will be (Judy) Fries, Route 2,
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Puryear, Tenn,; one son, Carl
Home. but no visitation will be Dalton, Murray Route 4; one
sister, Miss May Dalton, 413
held.
. .
South 12th Street, Murray;
one brother, Frank Dalton,
1114
Sycamore
Street,
Murray; two half sisters, Mrs
Eva Erwin, Hazel Route 1,
A Buchanan, Tenn., man is and Mrs. Altie Spann, Murray
in serious condition in Route 4; half brother, Tony
County Dalton, Mayfield Route L
Jackson-Madison
The funeral was held
General Hospital in Jackson,
Term., following a head-on Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
collision on Tennessee 79. The chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
accident, which occurred at 10 Funeral Home with the Rev.
Williamson ofa.m. Monday, claimed the Lawson
lives of a Paris, Term., woman ficiating. The music was by
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Scott
and an Indiana man.
William G. Turner, 33, of with Mrs. Scott as organist.
Pallbearers were Marvin
Buchanan, was the driver of
the eastbound car which was Lassiter, Paul A. Lassiter,
struck head on about 11 miles Larry Warren, Danny Adams,
east of Paris by a car driven Dillard Hicks, and Ronnie
by Russell D. Hershman,23, of Jackson. The members of his
Wheatfield, Ind. Hershman, Sunday School Class served as
who was driving west on 79 an honorary group. Burial was
and reportedly crossed over in the Murray City Cemetery.
ink% the eastbound lane, died
later at Henry County General
More than one million dogs.
Hospital in Paris.
and cats, along with hundreds
Mrs. Rebecca Joyce Ben- of thousands of other pets such
nett, 29, of Paris, a passenger as hamsters, birds and fish
in the Turner vehicle, also will be purchased as gifts this
died at Henry County General Christmas, according to the
Hospital where she was taken American Pet Products
following the accident.
Manufacturers Association.

-Leslie Dalton-DiesAt Hospital truth
Services Sunday
—

INTERNATIONAL
PEKING (AP) — Vice
Premier Teng Haiao-peng sent
an invitation today to Sen.
Barry Goldwater, chief
congressional supporter of the
Nationalist Chinese *government on Taiwan, to come to
discuss
to
Peking
reunification of the offshore
island with the mainland
Teng extended the invitation
in a two-hour meeting today
with Rept. Thomas L. Ashley,
D-Obio, and Ashley and seven
her members of the House
Banking Committee. Teng
said he is aware of Goldwater's unhappiness and the
controversy between the
United States and Taiwan as a
result of the recognition of the
Peking government. But he
said he hoped to convince the
senator• reunification is in
Taiwan's best interest.
TOBACCO BARN FIRE — Two men are shown looking through the remains of a tobacco barn belonging to Ted
Wilkerson, near Coldwater,destroyed by fire early today. According to a spokesman for Calloway County fireRescue Squad, the fire, which apparently started in a stove flue in the barn, destloyed over two acres of tobacco
loaded on a pickup truck, the truck and a tractor. Firefighters with the fire-rescursquad used four vehides to fight
the blaze, called to the department at 7:58 am. Firefighters Friday night containeda blaze at the Penny area mobik
home of Alvin Parrish that caused minor damage.
Photo By Roster Mathis

Drugs Must Be Taken With Care;
May Interact With Food, Drink
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The drugs you take for help
can • turn, around and hia
unless you are careful about
what you swallow and when.
Drugs interact with foods,
beverages
and
other
medicines and the results can
cause illness and even depth.
Many drugs also have
potentially serious side effects. Individual responses
vary widely.
"There are people dying
every day from adverse
reactions -5 drugs," says
Joseph Graedon, author of
-The People's Pharmacy," a
guide to medicines.
Ask questions about year
prescriptions. "It's the doctor's responsibility to communicate with the patient

treatment," produce certain effects that do
the
about
Graedon says. But doctors not occur if the drugs are
don't _ always. have enough taken individually or at a
time. And *a may not know ._ _efferent time,"
particular __ Common foods also can
your
about
problems unlessyou tell them. cause ierious iiiciblems with
Have the doctor write down some slrugs. "In general," the
and
Drug
the brand and generic names Food
of any drug prescribed. Find Administration says, "the
out if there are any restric- presence of food in the
tions on taking the medicine; stomach and intestines can
some drugs, fol—example„ influence. -a .drug'a ef- cannot be taken with fruit fectiveness by slowing down
juice. Inquire about side ef- or speeding up the time it
fects and let the doctor know if takes the medicine to go
you are taking any other through the gastrointestinal
eines, prescription or tract to the site in the body
motifwhere it is needed.
em-prescription.
"Food also contains natural
--Steven Strauss, author of
"
- Your Prescription and You," and added chemicals that can
combining react with certain drugs in
*arms --against
medicines without advice. ways that make the drugs
"When certain drugs are virtually useless. Some
taken together, they may reactions can be downright

dangerous, triggering a
medical crisis or, in race
instances, death."
The FDA says that it usually
is unwise to take drugs with
soda pop or with acid fruit or
vegetable juices unless you
check with your doctor first.
These beverages can result in
excess acidity that may cause
some drugs to dissolve quickly
In the stomach instead of in the intestines where they can
readily be absorbed into the
bloodstream.
Drugs not only interact with
food, they also affect the way
the body uses food. They can
hasten excretion of certain
nutrients, hinder absorption of
other ones and interfere with
the body's ability to convert
nutrients into usable forms.

Rep. Lloyd Clapp
Says He Will
Eighth House Term
MAYFIELD — Kentucky
State Rep. Lloyd Clapp of
Wingo has announced that
he'll seek his eighth term in
the
state
House
of
Representatives.
Clapp represents the Second
House District comprised of
Graves County.
The Wingo hardware store
operator faces opposition in
the May Democratic Primary
from Jerry Crawford, a
Graves County fanner, Dr.
Jerry Mays, a Murray State
University professor and from
Tommy Carlisle.
-''''
According to published
reports, Clapp said he is the
only candidate among the four
who is truly accessible to the
people. He said two candidates
seeking
the
Democratic nomination work
outside Graves County while
Crawford has to work on his
farm. Clapp said the fact he is
a hardware store operator
makes him available "24
hours a day."
Clapp currently is speaker
pro tern in the House.

BANGKOK, Thadana ar
— Cambodia's president
accused Vietnam today of a
"largescale aggressive offensive" tlpit has advanced
deep into eastern Cambodia
on several fronts, and Cambodian rebels backed by Hanoi
claimed capture of the town of
Kratie, cutting the main
routes between Phnom Penh
and northeast Cambodia.
Observers in Bangkok said
the Vietnamese may be
making an all-out drive to,,,
overthrow the Cambodian
Communist government. They
said if the Cambodian army
has lost Kratie, 100 miles
northeast of the capital and 50
miles from the Vietnamese:
border, it probably was taken
by the Vietnamese 5th
Division, which had been
reported advancing on the key
town.
AUCKLAND, New Zealand
AP) — Experts pooh-poohed
a TV crew's claim that it
filmed UFOs but the New
Zealand air force put a plane
on the alert to chase any more
suspicious sky travelers that
show up.
David Mabin, head of New
Zealand's
Mount
John
Observatory,
said
the
unidentified flying objects the
Australian TV men said they
filmed over the weekend and
another sighting reported on
the east coast of Australia
early today almost certainly
were the planet Venus.

Stock Market

—:
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray
.
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Chicken Fry Steak Meal
Includes:
21 Item Salad Bar
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SECURITY REA

LENDER

759-1234

Savings 8 Loan Association
New

noy Market Certificates

All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is
compounded daily from date of deposit to date of withdrawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any
time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends
may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually as the depositor may choose.

II Meath's

TERM: 6 Months (It days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT
$10,000; GUARANTEED RATE:'a% More Than U S
Treasury Bill Rate
Each Week's Rats is
Based on ths Treasury Auction

New
8 Year Certificate

8%

8.33% Effective Annual Yield
61,000 Minimum Deposit
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